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PART I:  PROJECT NARRATIVE 


 
A.   Introduction  
 


A. BRIEF OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 
Arizona has applied for a grant with a budget of $550,441 to achieve two goals 
for enhancing its rate review process with new transparency, compliance 
enforcement and technology.  Meeting these goals will result in new consumer-
support capacity, analytical tools and systems that Arizona will be able to sustain 
with its pre-grant resources after the grant period ends.  This report sets forth the 
work undertaken and completed to achieve these milestones during the first 
reporting period from August 9, 2010 through December 31, 2010 (“Cycle 1, 
Quarter 1” or “C1Q1”), and outlines ADOI’s next steps in the coming months. 


 
B. GOAL NO. 1 


Our first goal for this program is to implement the Affordable Care Act (ACA) and         
ensure that Arizona consumers get value for their health insurance premiums by 
improving the transparency and effectiveness of rate review.  ADOI has three 
Measurable Objectives (Objectives) to accomplish this goal.  Each Objective has 
its own milestones.   


 
Objective 1.A 
To provide consumers with new transparency and meaningful information about 
individual and small group health insurance rates, using a mechanism that ADOI 
can sustain after the grant period ends. 


 
Milestones for Objective 1.A are: (i) to gather public comment on consumer 
requirements for transparency and meaningful information; (ii) to post to the 
ADOI website plain language FAQs and key facts about rate review in Arizona; 
(iii) to institute a requirement that insurers submit the federal “threshold 
disclosure form” with all rate increase filings, not just those that HHS categorizes 
as “unreasonable”; (iv) to expand and update web postings with data from TDFs; 
(v) to develop at least one consumer-friendly key indicator of individual rate 
filings; (vi) to develop at least one consumer-friendly key indicator from insurers’ 
annual small group base premium and index rate submissions; (vii) to develop 
the IT capacity to periodically and automatically update web postings with data 
from TDFs and consumer-friendly rate filing components; and (viii) to make 
consumer-friendly rate filing components available to the public online. 
 
Objective 1.B 
To determine whether ADOI’s existing actuarial certification form for individual 
health insurance rates is a reliable tool for determining whether individual rate 
filings comply with the law, and if it is not, to revise the form. 


 
Milestones for Objective 1.B are: (i) to develop the criteria and process for 
substantive review of individual health insurance rate filings; (ii) to conduct a 
substantive review of 100% of administratively complete initial rate filings and 
75% of rate revision filings submitted between November 1, 2010 and April 30, 
2011; (iii) for each filing reviewed in Milestone ii above, to determine how often 
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the actuarial certification of compliance is supported by the substantive review; 
(iv) if the conclusion from Milestone iii above is that ADOI cannot generally rely 
on the current actuarial certification, to determine the reasons why not, obtain 
stakeholder input, include a consumer-friendly key indicator (from 1Av) and make 
proposed revisions to the current forms or process; (v) if the conclusion from 
Milestone iii is that ADOI can rely on the actuarial certification, to include a 
consumer-friendly key indicator (Milestone from 1.A.v), obtain stakeholder input, 
and make proposed revisions to the current forms or process; and (vi) to finalize 
revisions to the existing form and related filing requirements and publish for 
implementation on a future designated date. 


 
Objective 1.C   
To determine whether the actuarial certification submission is a reliable tool for 
ADOI to use to determine whether small group rates in the market comply with 
the law, and if it is not, to develop a standardized form that is a reliable tool. 


 
Milestones for Objective 1.C are: (i) to identify key indicators for compliance with 
small group rate setting factors; (ii) to summarize information and variations in 
A.R.S. § 20-2311(E) non-standardized actuarial, and in A.R.S. § 20-2311(G) 
non-standardized base premium and index rate submissions for calendar years 
2009 and 2010; and (iii) to draft a standardized form for the small group actuarial 
certification and for submission of base premium and index rates to be used by 
insurers starting in calendar year 2011. 


 
3. GOAL NO. 2 


Our second goal is to ensure that Arizona consumers get value for their dollars 
by developing the technical infrastructure to comply with ACA requirements for 
collecting, reviewing and reporting health insurance rates.  Arizona has two 
Objectives for accomplishing our second goal.   Each Objective has its own 
milestones.   


 
Objective 2.A  
To review at least 95% of insurers’ submissions of rate increases during the 
grant year that meet the forthcoming ACA standard for ”unreasonable” and apply 
HHS criteria to determine if the unreasonable increase is excessive or unjustified 
under forthcoming criteria. 
 
Milestones for Objective 2.A are: (i)  implement use, via SERFF, of a forthcoming 
Rate Filing Disclosure Form and Justification Form (the “threshold disclosure 
form” or “TDF”) that federal law will require insurers to use if a rate request is 
“unreasonable;” (ii) as soon as practicable after HHS promulgates standards for 
“reasonable” and “unreasonable” rate requests, apply forthcoming ACA criteria to 
determine if unreasonable rate increases are excessive or unjustified;  and (iii) by 
three months after completion of 2.A.ii., incorporate conclusions with TDF data 
used to update and expand web postings for consumers. 


 
Objective 2.B   
To comply with ACA reporting requirements relating to rate data and rate trends 
using the uniform reporting template HHS will provide. The objective will be met 
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approximately eight months after HHS provides the template and supporting 
documentation to the National Association of Insurance Commissioners. 
Milestones for Objective 2.B are: (i) contract with SERFF to make the 
modifications necessary to address the data collection and reporting 
requirements defined in Section A.1(c)(1) and A.1(c)(2) on pages 15, 16 and 17 
of the Grant Announcement; (ii) obtain training from SERFF on system changes; 
and (iii) coordinate/develop SERFF’s ability to satisfy reporting requirements of 
the uniform template for data reporting within the SERFF system, including basic 
trending reports. 


 
B.    Program Implementation Status   
 


1. ACCOMPLISHMENTS TO DATE  
 


a. Orientation, Training and Support for RR Staff (Applies to Entire Grant 
Program)     
Between October 18 and November 1, 2010, ADOI hired a grant manager, an 
insurance analyst, and administrative assistant to work on the rate review 
(RR) grant program.  See Attachment “A” for descriptions of these three 
temporary positions.  
 
Permanent ADOI staff trained the RR staff in the following areas:   
i. The objectives, requirements and conditions of the RR grant. 
ii. Current applicable state statutes and regulations on rate review. 
iii. Current rate-filing requirements, forms and review processes. 
iv. SERFF functions and operations, including rate review and research. 
v. The responsibilities and resources of the ADOI’s Consumer Affairs 


Division.    
vi. ADOI’s general functions, policies and procedures. 


 
Permanent staff assisted with various accomplishments to date described 
below, including selecting an actuary, community outreach and public 
participation, data collection and analysis and preparing to meet reporting 
requirements.  See Sections B.1. b – e, below.  Permanent staff also 
provided computer and other technical support, throughout C1Q1.      


 
b. Obtaining Actuarial Support (Applies to Objectives 1.A, 1.B and 1.C)   


 
i. Retaining an Actuary   


ADOI has retained the services of an outside actuarial consulting firm, 
Mercer, to assist ADOI to:  (i) develop substantive review criteria, (ii) train 
ADOI staff, (iii) evaluate effectiveness of current processes/forms, (iv) 
recommend improvements to same, (v) consult on key indicators and 
“unreasonable threshold” filings, (vi) assist with stakeholder involvement 
and preparation for public meetings, and (vii) communicate with industry 
actuaries. ADOI’s agreement with Mercer is attached as Attachment “B”. 
Mercer has assigned an agency project leader, a senior actuary, a 
consulting actuary, and an actuarial analyst to assist ADOI with these 
activities.   
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ii. Actuary Review and Analysis   


During C1Q1, ADOI met with Mercer three times in person, on November 
15, 2010, November 23, 2010 and December 2, 2010.  See Attachments 
“C”, “D” and “E” for the agendas for these meetings.  In these meetings 
and in e-mails and phone conversations during the last two months of 
C1Q1, ADOI and Mercer covered orientation regarding the grant 
objectives, project planning and Mercer’s initial grant activities.  On 
December 21, 2010, Mercer provided ADOI with a detailed work plan for 
its activities relating to each grant milestone.   
 
During November and December Mercer developed the criteria and 
process for substantive review of individual health insurance rates 
(Milestone 1.B.i).  This included reviewing the applicable statute and 
rules, assessing the current criteria and process, reviewing a sample of 
rate filings for content and deficiencies, determining the parameters of a 
revised process and drafting a proposed set of criteria and process for 
ADOI to review.  On December 20, 2010, the parties had a telephone 
conference to review a draft of Mercer’s proposed criteria and process, 
which Mercer finalized on December 21, 2010.   See Section B.1.b.iii, 
below.   
 
During November and December Mercer participated in ADOI preparation 
for stakeholder meetings scheduled in January 2011 by reviewing and 
commenting on the meeting notices and agenda and providing assistance 
with “consumer-friendly” content.  Mercer also began its substantive 
review of individual filings (Milestone 1.B.ii), its analysis of historical rate 
filing and consumer complaint data in order to help ADOI identify 
consumer-friendly key indicators for individual rate filings (Milestone 
1.A.v), and its review of small group annual rate submissions and 
certifications, in order to help ADOI identify consumer-friendly key 
indicators for small group certifications (Milestone 1.A.vi).  
 
To assist Mercer during C1Q1, ADOI obtained access to SERFF for 
Mercer and provided Mercer with complaint history documentation 
compiled and retained by ADOI within the past calendar year.  ADOI 
explained ADOI’s rate review process, demonstrating rate review on 
SERFF and working with Mercer to devise searches in SERFF for filings 
that Mercer needed to review.   ADOI also explained and provided copies 
of the annual rate certification filed by insurance carriers for their small 
group policies. 
 


iii. Actuarial Deliverables in C1Q1  
On December 21, Mercer completed Milestone 1.B.i by developing the 
criteria and process for substantive review of individual health insurance 
rates.  The criteria and process are attached as Attachment “F”.   


 
c. Community Outreach/Public Participation (Applies to Objectives 1.A and 1.B) 


 
i.  Website Postings   
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During C1Q1, we posted a number of grant-related items on the ADOI 
website including: 
 ADOI’s grant application, 


http://www.id.state.az.us/RateReview/AZ_Rate_Review_Grant_Ap
plication_20100816.pdf 


  
 ADOI’s Notice of Grant Award from HHS, 


http://www.id.state.az.us/RateReview/AZ_Rate_Review_Grant_A
ward.pdf 


 
 A notice and agenda for public meetings in January, 2011, 


http://www.id.state.az.us/RateReview/Community_Meeting_Notice
_and_Agenda.pdf 


 
In addition on, November 7, 2010 we began soliciting public comments or 
questions about rates and rate review through a dedicated e-mail address 
posted on the website.  ADOI RR Staff also began work on a consumer 
survey to be posted on our website in the next quarter.  


 
ii. Public Meetings  


RR staff has scheduled three stakeholder meetings throughout the state 
for January 2011 and sent meeting notices to both public and private 
organizations throughout the state.  
http://www.id.state.az.us/RateReview/Community_Meeting_Notice_and_
Agenda.pdf  


 
iii. Collaboration   


The grant Project Director made a brief presentation at a December 14, 
2010 meeting on the subject of rate review.  The meeting was sponsored 
by St. Luke’s Health Initiatives in Phoenix, Arizona and attended by 
representatives of consumer advocacy groups.  The purpose of the 
presentation was to generally describe ADOI’s rate review grant work, 
and to inform attendees about the agency’s upcoming stakeholder 
meetings. 


 
In order to prepare for the public meetings in January and to gain insight 
into consumer concerns, in December ADOI convened an informal group 
of advisors including industry representatives, local producers, advocacy 
groups and other public agencies.  On December 21, 2010 ADOI senior 
management and RR staff met with representatives of Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, Healthnet, a local producer who runs a small business, and the 
Agency on Aging – Phoenix Area to talk about common questions and 
concerns heard frequently from their members or constituents.  A roster 
of these advisors and a summary of the discussion are attached as 
Attachment “G”.  ADOI used the information to help set priorities for the 
discussion at our community meetings.  We will continue to work with this 
“Transparency Team” to meet our milestones. 


 
d. ADOI Data Collection, Analysis and Ongoing Rate Review (Applies to 


Objectives 1.A and 1.B)  
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i. Consumer Concerns   


RR staff reviewed all ADOI closed files of rate-related complaints from 
Arizona consumers submitted in 2009 and 2010.  This review included 
the assessment of twenty-eight consumer complaints, carriers’ 
responses, and ADOI actions in closing the complaints.  RR staff gave 
the data to Mercer for use in Mercer’s analysis and also will use the data 
in its own analysis of consumer concerns about premium increases.   


 
ii. Rate Filings and Rate-Related Submissions     


As of November 15, 2010, under the supervision of permanent ADOI 
staff, RR staff took over rate review functions that are integral to the grant 
program.            
 
ADOI RR and permanent staff assisted Mercer by explaining ADOI’s rate 
review process, demonstrating rate review on SERFF and working with 
Mercer to devise searches in SERFF for filings that Mercer needed to 
review.   
 


           e. Meeting Reporting Requirements (Applies to Objective 2.B) 
ADOI completed Milestone 2.B.i by contracting with SERFF to make the 
modifications necessary to address the data collection and reporting 
requirements defined in Section A.1(c)(1) and A.1(c)(2) on pages 15, 16 and 
17 of the Grant Announcement.  ADOI completed the C1Q1 portion of 
Milestone 2.B.ii on December 20, 2010 by obtaining training from SERFF on 
system changes (“SERFF 10.5”) in effect as of December 17, 2010.   
   
Throughout C1Q1, ADOI RR staff and permanent staff participated actively in 
the collaborative effort among HHS, various states and the NAIC to define 
and clarify HHS’s C1Q1 reporting requirements.  ADOI’s participation 
included providing the NAIC with early versions of the HHS reporting tables 
and templates populated by existing rate filings.  RR staff participated in the 
December 21, 2010 NAIC/SERFF web demonstration of PPACA/rate-related 
changes in SERFF and has provided with SERFF with all the information 
SERFF has requested in connection with C1Q1 reporting, such as Arizona’s 
disposition status map.   
 
In December, 2010, RR staff began to manually compile the available data 
requested in Part II of the Grant Cycle 1 Quarterly Report Template, using its 
own Excel versions of the then-available HHS templates for Tables A and B 
and the Rate Filing Detailed Data Elements (“R2D2”).  This manual process 
was not finished by the end of C1Q1 but it was far enough along to satisfy 
two functions.  First, it assured that ADOI would be able to provide Part II of 
its C1Q1 report even if there were a delay in SERFF’s ability to provide 
Arizona with the content for Part II of the report.  Second, assuming no such 
delay occurred, it gave ADOI a head-start on (i) validating SERFF’s content 
for Part II of the Report, when the content became available in January, and 
(ii) drafting a narrative explanation the content of Part II.   
       


 
2. CHALLENGES AND RESPONSES  
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a.   Transparency Despite Complexity  
One challenge RR staff began to face in C1Q1 was the need for careful 
preparation for educating consumers about health insurance rates, a subject 
that many people seem to love to hate.  The rate-setting and rate-review 
processes usually confuse and bore most people, while their own premiums 
usually infuriate them. As described in ADOI’s grant application,   ADOI has 
limited authority to review individual rates, and limited information about small 
group rates.   Many people think that insurance regulators have, or should 
have broad authority to set and control rates and are incredulous about 
ADOI’s limited authority and information.   
 
During C1Q1, one response to this challenge was to form an internal/external 
advisory group to assist in communicating with consumers.  See Section 
B.1.c.iii, above for details.  Another response was to focus preparation and 
materials for our January stakeholder meetings on finding out what 
consumers most want to know, so that we will know where to focus our 
transparency efforts.  We need to set aside preconceptions about what 
consumers want to know or what we think they should know. We need to let 
consumers educate us at the same time we are trying to educate them. 


 
b. Orientation, Training and Support for RR Staff  


Another challenge inherent in the RR grant program is that although the 
program staff works on nothing except the program, the program could not 
succeed in a vacuum.  In order to sustain the program outcomes with pre-
grant resources after the grant period ends, the program activities and 
objectives have to be transparent and geared to integration from the start.  
ADOI responded to this challenge in C1Q1 by using permanent staff and 
existing resources to help launch the program.  In particular, the Public 
Information Officer and the Information Technology Division staff provided on-
going advice and support while staff of the Life & Health and Consumer 
Affairs Divisions trained the RR staff on substantive and procedural issues 
relating to rates and rate review.  See Section B.1.a, above.       
 


c.  Retention of Actuary under Procurement Requirements  
The State of Arizona has existing contracts for actuarial services, which ADOI 
has to use to contract with actuarial consultants.  It took longer than we 
planned to identify a contract that had an appropriate scope of work, to 
interview and obtain proposals from the two firms that seemed best qualified 
for the work, to select a firm and finalize a written agreement.  We contracted 
with Mercer on October 22, 1010, just nine days short of the deadline for 
Milestone 1.B, for which the grant actuary was responsible.  After notice to 
our program project officer at HHS, we adjusted the deadline to December 
21, 2010.  As explained above in Sections 1.b and 1.e, Mercer met the 
adjusted deadline and the adjustment will not have an impact on any other 
deadlines.            


  
3. REQUIRED VARIATIONS FROM ORIGINAL TIMELINE  


 
a. Variation to Milestone 1.B.i.    
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The State of Arizona has existing contracts for actuarial services, which ADOI 
has to use to contract with actuarial consultants.  It took longer than we 
planned to identify a contract that had an appropriate scope of work, to 
interview and obtain proposals from the two firms that seemed best qualified 
for the work, to select a firm and finalize a written agreement.  We contracted 
with Mercer on October 22, 1010, just nine days short of the deadline for 
Milestone 1.B, for which the grant actuary was responsible.  After notice to 
our program project officer at HHS, we adjusted the deadline to December 
21, 2010.  As explained above in Sections 1.b and 1.e, Mercer met the 
adjusted deadline and the adjustment will not have an impact on any other 
deadlines. 


 
b. Variation to Milestone 1.A.iii, Milestone 1.A.iv and Measurable Objective 2A.      


The HHS grant announcement stated at page 4 that “[f]ederal regulatory  
guidance is currently under development [that will] include factors to be used 
in determining whether a proposed rate increase is ‘unreasonable’ and the 
criteria for evaluating if an unreasonable rate is ‘excessive’ or unjustified’.”  
 
Milestone 1.A.iii, Milestone 1.A.iv and Measurable Objective 2A call for ADOI 
to take action based on the content of the federal regulatory guidance 
referred to above, including use of a possible “threshold disclosure form.” 
Accordingly, ADOI planned the timeframe for these activities around receiving 
the guidance.       
 
On December 23, 2010, the Secretary of Health and Human Services 
published a proposed regulation (Docket No. HHS-OS-2010-0029), regarding 
the disclosure and review under PPACA of unreasonable premium increases 
by health insurance issuers.  The comment period for the proposed rule 
closed on or about February 21, 2011 and no date has been announced for 
issuing a final regulation.  ADOI proposes to defer any start on these 
activities until there is a final regulation.                
 


C. Significant Activities – Undertaken & Planned 
 


1.   SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES UNDERTAKEN  
 
a. Orientation, Training and Support for RR Staff   (Applies to Entire Grant 


Program)     
For details, please see Sections B.1.a and B.2.b, above.  


 
b.   Obtaining Actuarial Support (Applies to Objectives 1.A, 1.B and 1.C)   


These activities included retaining and working with the actuarial firm Mercer 
and receiving Mercer’s criteria and process for substantive review of 
individual health insurance rate filings.  For details, please see Section B.1.b, 
above.  


    
c.   Community Outreach/Public Participation (Applies to Objectives 1.A and 1.B) 


These activities included publicizing the rate review grant and creating 
opportunities for public participation in grant activities, including web postings, 
setting a schedule for public meetings in January, 2011, and initial 
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collaboration with a variety of stakeholders. For details, please see Section 
B.1.c, above.  


  
d.   ADOI Data Collection, Analysis and Ongoing Rate Review  


(Applies to Objectives 1.A and 1.B) 
These activities included the collection of historical data from rate filings and 
consumer complaints and review of rate filings submitted during C1Q1.  For 
details, please see Sections B.1.a and B.1.d, above. 


 
e.   Meeting Reporting Requirements (Applies to Objective 2.B)   


These activities included preparation for meeting the C1Q1 reporting 
requirements.  For details, please see Section B.1.e, above. 


 
2. SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES PLANNED   


 
a. Orientation, Training and Support for RR Staff (Applies to Entire Grant 


Program) 
RR staff will need considerably less hands-on training regarding rate review 
and other ADOI functions than it did in C1Q1.  There will be training on new, 
grant-related functions and operations, especially in connection with meeting 
reporting requirements.  Permanent staff will continue to assist with 
community outreach and public participation, data collection and analysis and 
meet reporting requirements, as well as providing on-going computer and 
other technical support. 


 
b. Obtaining Actuarial Support (Applies to Objectives 1.A, 1.B and 1.C) 


In January, 2011, Mercer will attend ADOI’s three scheduled public meetings.  
The comments obtained from these meetings will be integrated with 
observations summarized from historical consumer complaint data in order to 
help ADOI identify consumer-friendly key indicators for individual rate filings 
and small group rate submissions, as they relate to Milestones 1.A.v and 
1.A.vi.  
 
Mercer will continue its substantive review of individual filings by accessing 
both initial rate filings and rate revision filings through the SERFF system.  
Key observations will be compiled throughout the substantive review process, 
as it relates to Milestone 1.B.ii. 
 
Mercer will also continue to review the small group rate submissions, filing 
requirements and forms to identify key indicators for compliance with small 
group rate-setting factors, as it relates to Milestone 1.C.i. 


   
c. Community Outreach/Public Participation (Applies to Objectives 1.A and 1.B) 


 
i. Website Postings  


In C1Q2, ADOI will post a summary of the discussion at each of our 
January 2011 stakeholder meetings on our website and an on-line 
consumer survey.  ADOI also will develop consumer-friendly FAQs and 
other meaningful information about individual and small group rates for 
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on-line posting and other distribution in C1Q3.   For details, see Section 
C.2.d, below.   


 
ii. Public Meetings  


ADOI will hold the following stakeholder meetings early in C1Q2: 
Phoenix, AZ - January 4, 2011 
Flagstaff, AZ -  January 12, 2011 
Tucson, AZ - January 18, 2011 


   
We plan the meetings primarily to be forums for consumers of individual 
or small group health insurance.  We also have invited insurance 
producers, representatives of insurance carriers, consumer advocacy 
groups and non-profit entities.  Attendees will be presented with a 
PowerPoint presentation and accompanying handout, as well as a take-
away list of helpful links and contacts for Arizona consumers (Attachment 
“H”).  
 
Meeting notices and agendas were posted by Arizona State University, 
the Arizona Department of Commerce, Flagstaff Chamber of Commerce, 
NetworkingPhoenix.com, Tucson Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce, 
Eventful (Phoenix What’s On site), Arizona Chamber of Commerce, 
Phoenix Networking Events calendar, Arizona Daily Star, the Arizona 
State University Community Connect Blog, and the State Bar of Arizona.  
 
If warranted by what it learns at these public meetings and through other 
communication, ADOI may hold other public meetings in C1Q2.  See 
Section C.2.d, below. 


 
iii. Collaboration   


After it has conducted the three scheduled public meetings and compiled 
the results of the meetings, ADOI will reconvene its Transparency Team 
(see Section B.1.c.iii, above and Attachment G) to assist in planning the 
next steps for community outreach and public participation.  We expect to 
ask the Transparency Team for feedback on any materials we have 
prepared by that time and for help in recruiting hands-on consumer 
participation. 
 
We also expect to use contacts we make at the public meetings to identify 
individuals and organizations that can expand the Transparency Team or 
help us directly recruit hands-on consumer participation.    


 
d. ADOI Data Collection, Analysis and On-Going Rate Review (Applies to 


Objectives 1.A and 1.B)  
 
i. Consumer Concerns 


During C1Q2 and C1Q3, RR staff will analyze the information received 
from stakeholder meetings, along with its completed analysis of consumer 
complaints to ADOI (see Section B.1.d.i, above), online comments (see 
Section B.1.c.i, above) and any other communications or data collected   
so far to develop (1) an easy-to-understand list of FAQs and (2) 
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consumer-friendly, meaningful information to provide to the public by April 
30, 2011 (Milestone 1.A.ii).  Based on what the data indicates that 
consumers want to know and where we should to focus our transparency 
efforts, RR staff will develop consumer-friendly FAQs and other 
meaningful information about individual and small group rates for on-line 
posting and other distribution in C1Q3.          
 


ii. Rate-Filings and Rate-Related Submissions  
During C1Q2, RR staff will review and close any filings ADOI receives 
during C1Q2.  ADOI will receive status reports from Mercer regarding its 
substantive review of rate revision filings we receive between November 
1, 2010 and April 30, 2011 (Milestone 1.B.ii).    During C1Q2 we also will 
receive Mercer’s report on the key indicators for compliance with small-
group rate-setting factors (Milestone 1.C.1). 
 
 


e. Meeting Reporting Requirements (Applies to Objective 2.B) 
In January, 2011, ADOI will complete Part I of this report.  ADOI also will 
continue the process it began in C1Q1 to manually compile the data 
requested in Part II of this Report, using it own Excel versions of the current 
HHS templates for Tables A and B and the Rate Filing Detailed Data 


Elements (“R2D2”).  This will prepare ADOI to validate SERFF’s content for 
Part II of the Report and to draft any necessary narrative explanation for the 
content of Part II.  ADOI also will be able to compare its manual compilation 
with preliminary data SERFF will release in January to test its understanding 
of the reporting requirements.    


 
D. Operational/Program Developments/Issues  


ADOI has identified its operational/program developments above in Section B.1.   
The only operational/program issues we have encountered are the challenges 
described in Section B.2.a, above.   
   


E. Public Access Activities   
There are several barriers to increasing public access to rate review information in 
Arizona.  The most significant barrier at the outset is that we do not know what 
access consumers want.  We see no point putting grant resources into something 
like providing on-line access to rate filings if Arizona consumers will not look at the 
filings, or will look only at certain portions of them.  Our first and most important 
public access activity will be to find out what consumers most want to know and 
focusing our transparency efforts accordingly.   
 
Other barriers to increasing public access of rates and rate filing information may 
include a general lack of public understanding about how insurers to set rates and 
how Arizona regulators review them.  It may not be easy to reduce complex subject 
matter to simple things that most people want to know, but Milestones 1.A.v and 
1.A.vi  require us to identifying consumer-friendly key indicators for individual and 
small group rate submittals.  In C1Q1, ADOI laid the foundation for this activity by 
planning and engaging in broad community outreach (see Section B.1.c) analyzing 
relevant consumer complaint data already available to us (see Section B.1.d), and 
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obtaining actuarial support to, among other things, help us assess what rate 
information is easily available in rate filings (see Section B.1.b). 
     


 
F. Collaborative Efforts  


 
See Sections B.1.c.iii and C.2.c.iii, above.     


 
G. Lessons Learned  


 
1. Some of the primary lessons learned in C1Q1 mirror the challenges described in 


section B.2, above.  More specifically:  
 


a. The procurement process for selecting and contracting with an actuarial firm 
took longer than we expected it to.   


 
b. In planning and implementing rate and rate-review transparency, we need to 


set aside preconceptions about what consumers want to know or what we 
think they should know to know.  We need to let them educate us at the same 
time we are trying to educate them.    


 
c. In planning grant activities, we underestimated the amount of non-grant 


funded agency resources it would take to launch and maintain the program.   
 
2. All written rate-related complaints that consumers submitted to ADOI in 2009 and 


2010 included complaints or questions about rate increases.     
 
3. The actuaries’ preliminary review and recommendations suggest that ADOI’s rate 


filings and review process would benefit from increasing the standardization of 
filing requirements.   


 
H. Updated Budget 
 


1. ADOI proposed a budget of $550,441 on its grant application.  Based on our 
C1Q1 spending and the spending planned for the rest of the grant period, we are 
revising that amount to $485,513, as summarized below.  The expected savings 
will result primarily from smaller-than-expected expenses for personnel and 
fringe benefits.  For detail, we have attached a spreadsheet showing Arizona’s 
updated expenditures and budget forecast (Attachment “I”) and an updated 
Budget Narrative (Attachment “J”).    


 
a. Personnel: $96,387.00: 


i. 1 FTE Executive Consultant (“EC” or “Grant Manager”).   
ii. 1 FTE Insurance Analyst (“IA”)  
iii. 1 FTE Administrative Assistant (“AA”).      
 


b. Fringe Benefits: $23,985.   
 


c. Travel: $5,300.  
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d. Supplies:  $19,105.   


 
e. Contractual:  $335,778. 


i. Actuarial Services, $158,250.  
ii. Technology Consultants.  $86,008 
iii. Project Coordinator.  $91,520  


 
f. Other:  $4,958.   


 
I. Updated Work Plan and Timeline 
 


Table 1 (below) sets forth ADOI’s updated work plan and timeline, incorporating 
variations from the original timeframe explained in Section B.3.a, above.   


 
     TABLE 1 
 
 
GOAL 1: TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTHCARE INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY IMPROVING THE 
TRANSPARENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF RATE REVIEW. 


MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


1.A.i.   By January 31, 2011, gather public 
comment on consumer requirements for 
transparency and meaningful information.   
 
In Progress 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager 


1.A.ii.   By April 30, 2011, post to the ADOI 
website plain language FAQs and key facts 
about rate review in Arizona. 
 
In Progress 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Web 
Development 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


1.A.iii.   After HHS adopts the final Rate Filing 
Disclosure Form and Justification Form (the 
“threshold disclosure form” or “TDF”) institute a 
requirement that insurers submit the TDF with 
all rate increase filings, not just those that HHS 
categorizes as “unreasonable.” 
 
Deferred Milestone Date, Pending HHS 
Regulatory Guidance 


Assistant Director, 
Life & Health 
Division 


1.A.iv.   By three months after completion of 
1.A.iii., expand and update web postings with 
data from TDFs received to date. 
 
Deferred Milestone Date, Pending HHS 
Regulatory Guidance 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager 


OBJECTIVE 
MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVE 1.A. 
 
To provide 
consumers with  
new transparency 
and meaningful 
information about 
individual health 
insurance and 
small group 
insurance 
rates, using a 
mechanism that 
ADOI can sustain 
after the grant 
period ends. 


1.A.v.   By June 30, 2011, develop at least one 
consumer-friendly key indicator of individual 
rate filings, for example, an item on the 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Sr. 
Actuary Consultant 
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GOAL 1: TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTHCARE INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY IMPROVING THE 
TRANSPARENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF RATE REVIEW. 


MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


individual actuarial certification showing  
per-capita increases to premium of each  
rate revision. 
 
In Progress 


(Mercer);  Rate 
Review Analyst 
 


1.A.vi.   By June 30, 2011, develop at least one 
consumer-friendly key indicator from insurers’ 
annual small group base premium and index 
rate submissions. 
 
In Progress 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager; Sr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer); Rate 
Review Analyst 


1.A.vii.   By August 31, 2011, develop the IT 
capacity to periodically and automatically 
update web postings with data from TDFs and 
consumer-friendly component(s) of rate filings. 
 
Not Started 


Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained);  Web 
Development 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


1.A.viii.   Throughout the grant year, coordinate 
with SERFF project for consumer-friendly, on-
line rate-filing components.   
 
Not Started 


Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


1. B.i.   By December 21, 2010 develop the 
criteria and process for substantive review.  
 
Completed; Revised Milestone Date 


Sr. Actuary 
Consultant (Mercer)


1.B.ii.   By April 30, 2011, based on the new 
criteria and process, conduct substantive 
review of 100% of administratively complete 
initial rate filings and 75% of rate revision filings 
that insurers submit between November 1, 
2010 and April 30, 2011. 
 
In Progress 


Sr. Actuary 
Consultant (Mercer)
 
Rate Review 
Analyst 


1.B.iii.   By May 15, 2011, for each filing 
reviewed under 1.B.ii., determine how often the 
actuarial certification of compliance is 
supported by the substantive review.  In other 
words, how often can ADOI rely on the actuarial 
certification? 
 
Not Started 


Sr. Actuary 
Consultant 
(Mercer);  Jr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer);  Rate 
Review Grant 
Manager 


MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVE 1.B. 
 
By September 30, 
2011, to determine 
whether ADOI’s 
existing actuarial 
certification form for 
individual health 
insurance rates is a 
reliable tool for 
determining 
whether individual 
rate filings comply 
with the law and, if 
not, to revise the 
form.  


1.B.iv.   By May 31, 2011, if the conclusion in 
the previous milestone (1.B.iii.) is that ADOI 


Sr. Actuary 
Consultant 
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GOAL 1: TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTHCARE INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY IMPROVING THE 
TRANSPARENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF RATE REVIEW. 


MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


cannot generally rely on the actuarial 
certification, determine the reasons why. 
 
Not Started 


(Mercer);   Jr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer) 


1.B.iv-a.   By June 30, 2011, draft  
 revisions to the existing form and related 
 filing requirements as appropriate to make the 
actuarial certification a reliable tool. 
 
 Not Started 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Sr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer);    
Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


1.B.iv-b.   By August 15, 2011, obtain 
stakeholder input on the draft revisions, 
any changes proposed under 1.A.v. above,  
other revisions to facilitate  insurers’ filing, and  
 ADOI review of the form; and a  
 reasonable implementation date for the  
 revised form. 
 
Not Started   


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Sr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer); Jr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer); Rate 
Review Analyst 


1.B.v.   By August 15, 2011, if the conclusion 
in 1.B.iii. is that ADOI can generally rely on the 
actuarial certification, obtain stakeholder input 
on any changes proposed under 1.A.v., other 
revisions to facilitate insurers’ filing and ADOI 
review of the form, and a reasonable 
implementation date for the revised form. 
 
Not Started 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager; Rate 
Review Analyst;   
Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


1.B.vi.   By September 15, 2011, finalize 
revisions to the existing form and related filing 
requirements and publish for implementation on 
a designated date. 
 
Not Started 


Assistant Director, 
Life & Health 
Division;  Rate 
Review Grant 
Manager 


1.C.i.   By February 28, 2011, identify key 
indicators for compliance with small group rate-
setting factors. 
 
In Progress 


Sr. Actuary 
Consultant 
(Mercer);  Jr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer) 


MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVE 1.C. 
 
By September 30, 
2011, to determine 
whether the 
actuarial 
certification 
submission 


1.C.ii.   By April 30, 2011, summarize 
information and variations in A.R.S. § 20-
2311(E) non-standardized actuarial and in 


Sr. Actuary 
(Mercer) 
Jr. Actuary 
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GOAL 1: TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTHCARE INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY IMPROVING THE 
TRANSPARENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS OF RATE REVIEW. 


MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


A.R.S. § 20-2311(G) non-standardized base 
premium and index rate submissions for 
calendar year (CY) 2009 and CY 2010. 
 
In Progress 


Consultant (Mercer)
Rate Review 
Analyst 


1.C.iii.   By June 30, 2011, based on 1.A.i. and 
1.A.ii., draft a standardized form for the small 
group actuarial certification and for submission 
of base premium and index rates, to be used by 
insurers for their CY 2011 filings. 
 
Not Started 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Jr. 
Actuary Consultant 
(Mercer) 


1.C.iv.   By July 30, 2011, obtain stakeholder 
input on the proposed standardized forms. 
 
Not Started 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager 


required by A.R.S.  
§ 20-2311(E) is a 
reliable tool for 
ADOI to use to 
determine whether 
small group rates in 
the market comply 
with the law and, if 
it is not, to develop 
a standardized 
form that is a 
reliable tool. 


1.C.v.   By September 30, 2011, finalize 
standardized forms and publish for use by 
insurers for their CY 2011 filings. 
 
Not Started 


Assistant Director, 
Life & Health 
Division;  Rate 
Review Grant 
Manager 


 
 
 
GOAL 2:  TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY DEVELOPING THE 
PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS TO COMPLY WITH ACA REQUIREMENTS FOR 
COLLECTING, REVIEWING AND REPORTING HEALTH  INSURANCE RATES. 


OBJECTIVE MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


2.A.i.   Implement use, via SERFF, of a 
forthcoming Rate Filing Disclosure Form and 
Justification Form (the “threshold disclosure 
form” or “TDF”) that federal law will require 
insurers to use if a rate request is 
“unreasonable.” 
 
Deferred Milestone, Pending HHS Regulatory 
Guidance 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager;  Rate 
Review Analyst;  
Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVE 2.A. 
 
As soon as 
practicable after 
HHS promulgates 
standards for 
“reasonable” and 
“unreasonable” 
health insurance  
rate requests, to 
review at least 95% 
of insurers’ 
submissions of rate 


2.A.ii.   As soon as practicable after HHS 
promulgates standards for “reasonable” and 
“unreasonable” rate requests, apply 
forthcoming ACA criteria to determine if 
unreasonable rate increases are excessive or 


Jr. Actuary 
Consultant 
(Mercer);Rate 
Review Analyst 
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GOAL 2:  TO IMPLEMENT ACA AND ENSURE THAT ARIZONA CONSUMERS GET 
VALUE FOR THEIR HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUMS BY DEVELOPING THE 
PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS TO COMPLY WITH ACA REQUIREMENTS FOR 
COLLECTING, REVIEWING AND REPORTING HEALTH  INSURANCE RATES. 


OBJECTIVE MILESTONE RESPONSIBLE 
INDIVIDUAL 


unjustified. 
 
Deferred Milestone, Pending HHS Regulatory 
Guidance 


increases during 
the grant year that 
meet the 
forthcoming  
ACA standard for 
“unreasonable” and 
to apply HHS 
criteria to 
determine if the 
unreasonable 
increase is 
excessive or 
unjustified under 
forthcoming criteria. 


2.A.iii.   By three months after completion of 
2.A.ii., incorporate conclusions with TDF data 
used to update and expand web postings for 
consumers. 
 
Deferred Milestone, Pending HHS Regulatory 
Guidance 


Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained);  Web 
Development 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 


2.B.i.   Contract with SERFF to make the 
modifications necessary to address the data 
collection and reporting requirements defined in 
Section A.1(c)(1) and A.1(c)(2) on pages 15, 16 
and 17 of the Grant Announcement. 
 
Completed 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager, ADOI 
Deputy Director  


2.B.ii.   Obtain training from SERFF on system 
changes. 
 
In Progress 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager, Rate 
Review Insurance 
Analyst, Rate 
Review Admin. 
Ass’t. 


MEASURABLE 
OBJECTIVE 2.B. 
 
To comply with 
ACA reporting 
requirements 
relating to rate data 
and rate trends 
using the uniform 
reporting template 
HHS will provide. 


2.B.iii.   Coordinate/develop SERFF’s ability to 
satisfy reporting requirements of the uniform 
template for data reporting within the SERFF 
system, including basic trending reports. 
 
In Progress 
 


Rate Review Grant 
Manager, Rate 
Review Insurance 
Analyst, 
Technology 
Architecture 
Consultant (not yet 
retained) 
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PART II:  HEALTH INSURANCE RATE DATA COLLECTION 
 
A. Overview of Reporting Status 


ADOI has submitted C1Q1 data through HIOS, using a download from SERFF.  The 
SERFF download does not represent all of ADOI’s reportable filings correctly.  
Therefore, we are also providing our own version of the data.           


 
B. Table A  
   


A. ADOI ‘S VERSION OF TABLE A:    
 


HIPR Table A – Summary   
Rate Filings For This Period (A1) 13 
Rate Increases For This Period (A2) 11 
Reviewed (A3) 11 
Approved (A4) 10 
Denied (A5) 1 
Deferred (A6) 0 


     
B. EXPLANATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ADOI TABLE A AND SERFF 


TABLE A.  
 


HIPR Table A – Summary  ADOI 
# 


SERFF  
# 


Explanation 


Rate Filings For This Period (A1) 13 13 No difference with regard to the 
number of filings submitted in 
C1Q1.1   


Rate Increases For This Period (A2) 
 
 


10 6 ADOI A2 data reflects 10 rate 
revisions submitted during 
C1Q1.  It excludes three 
form/rate filings for new rates, 
because new rates are not rate 
increases.  The SERFF A2 data 
does not include four filings that 
the filers designated as 
“unselected” rather than 
“increase”.    


Reviewed (A3) 
 
 


12 8 ADOI A3 data counts 12 filings 
closed during C1Q1.  Three 
filings did not close until C1Q2.  
ADOI cannot explain the SERFF 
data for this field.        


Approved (A4) 
 
. 


10 7 ADOI A4 data reflects three 
form/rate filings that ADOI 
closed as “approved” during 


                                                 
1 ADOI and SERFF have different counts of the total number of filings relevant to Table A, however.  The 
ADOI total is 15; the SERFF total is 14.  Based on instructions from HHS, ADOI considers C1Q1 to cover 
the period 8/09/2010–12/31/2010 and is therefore including a filing closed on 8/13/2010.  SERFF C1Q1 data 
covers the period 8/15/2010–12/31/2010 and therefore excludes the filing closed on 8/13/2010. 
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C1Q1 and seven rate revision 
filings that ADOI closed as “filed” 
during C1Q1.  ADOI cannot 
explain the SERFF data for this 
field.        


Denied (A5)  
 
 


2 1 ADOI Table 1 for C1Q1 covers 
the period 8/09/2010–
12/31/2010 and includes a filing 
disapproved (“denied”) on 
8/13/2010.  SERFF Table A for 
C1Q1 covers the period 
8/15/2010–12/31/2010 and 
excludes the filing closed on 
8/13/2010. 


Deferred (A6)2 0 0 No difference.   
 


C. Table B 
 


SERFF Table B does not show any filings for C1Q1.  To be included in Table B, a 
filing must be closed during the reporting period and specify the number of policy 
holders and covered persons affected by a rate filing.  ADOI did not close any filings 
in C1Q1 that specified both the number of policy holders and covered persons 
affected by a rate filing.  However, all the rate revision filings that ADOI closed during 
C1Q1 did specify the number of affected policy holders as below in ADOI’s version of 
a partial Table B, below.  


  
HIPR Table B (individual) – Summary 
Product Type: PPO Policy Holders: 4,919 Covered Lives:  N/A in C1Q1 


 
Specification of the number of policy holders and covered persons is required in 
SERFF for all filings submitted on or after December 17, 2010.  Therefore, we expect 
that the SERFF Table B for Arizona for C1Q2 will populate automatically.   


 
D. Tables C – E 


 
SERFF Tables C – E do not show any filings for Arizona because ADOI does not 
receive any group rate filings.   


                                                 
2 The HHS definition for Field A6 is, ”the total number of filings that were withdrawn or rejected for lack of 
adequacy for the time period.”  For C1Q1, ADOI did not report certain filings ADOI rejected because they 
were administratively incomplete, for example, missing a checklist or a certification.  ADOI did report one 
filing it rejected because of a substantive inadequacy.  This filing is not reflected in A6 because ADOI closed 
it in C1Q2.   For C1Q2, ADOI would appreciate clarification regarding “lack of adequacy.”   
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ATTACHMENT A  


Position Descriptions for Rate Review Staff. 
 
ATTACHMENT B 
 Mercer Proposal to Provide Actuarial Services, October 22, 2010. 
 
 ATTACHMENT C  


Agenda for ADOI Meeting with Mercer 11.15.2010. 
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Agenda for ADOI Meeting with Mercer 11.23.2010. 
 
ATTACHMENT E  


Agenda for ADOI Meeting with Mercer 12.02.2010 
 
ATTACHMENT F 


Criteria and Process for Substantive Review of Individual Health Insurance 
 
ATTACHMENT G 


“Transparency Team” Roster and Minutes 
 
ATTACHMENT H 


Public Meeting Handouts:   
Powerpoint Presentation 
ADOI Contact Information 
List of Health Benefit Resources for Arizona Consumers 


 
ATTACHMENT I  


Updated Arizona Expenditures and Budget Forecast 
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Updated Budget Narrative  
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STATE OF ARIZONA 
POSITION DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 


 
 


POSITION NUMBER JOB CODE 


  


OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE WORKING TITLE 


  


 
 


AGENCY DIVISION/SECTION 


  


ADDRESS (PHYSICAL WORK LOCATION) PHONE  


  


 
 


SUPERVISOR’S NAME TITLE 


  


EMAIL PHONE  


  


 
 


REQUEST TO 


 Establish New Position  Review/Reclass Position  Change Position Status 


 Update PDQ  Other: ___________________________________________ 


 
 


EMPLOYEE INITIATED: SEE PERSONNEL RULE R2-5-301.G. IF YES, EMPLOYEE SHOULD SUBMIT THROUGH AGENCY 
MANAGEMENT.  FOR ASSISTANCE, EMPLOYEE SHOULD CONTACT THEIR AGENCY HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE.  


 Yes       No 


 
 


SUPERVISE  MANAGE 


 Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)   Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)  


 No  No 


 
Number of Direct Reports: ___________ Number of Indirect Reports: _______________ 


 Work Assignment  Work Review  Performance Appraisal  Leave Requests 


 Disciplinary Actions  Hiring  Other: ________________________________ 
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1. JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: EXPLAIN THE EVENTS/CHANGES THAT MADE THIS REQUEST NECESSARY, INCLUDING 
JUSTIFICATION FOR EXEMPT, UNCOVERED POSITION REQUESTS. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. JOB SUMMARY: EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE OF THIS POSITION. 
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3. MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: USE ACTION VERBS TO STATE THE PRIMARY FUNCTIONS FOR WHICH THIS POSITION IS 
ACCOUNTABLE, AND EXPLAIN WHAT THIS POSITION DOES AND WHY. 


 
Primary Responsibilities (in increments of no less than 5%) Percent Time Spent (%) 


1.   


2.   


3.   


4.   


5.   


6.   


7.   


8.   


Attach additional sheets as needed Must total 100% 
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4. DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THIS POSITION’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE 
DECISION MAKING PROCESS. 


 
 Follows written and verbal instructions 


 Follows established guidelines 


 Interprets policies and procedures 


 Participates in the establishment of guidelines and policies 


 Acts as final authority to implement guidelines and policies 


 Other: ______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


5. PROBLEM SOLVING: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SITUATIONS 
REQUIRED OF THIS POSITION. 


 
 Identical or similar situations following established routines/instructions 


 Diverse procedures in differing situations; some research within area of expertise is required 


 Variable situations requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative, and/or constructive thinking within  
 broadly defined policies and objectives 
 


6. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAS): EXPLAIN THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES AN EMPLOYEE IN THIS 
POSITION MUST HAVE IN ORDER TO PERFORM WORK SATISFACTORILY. 


 
KNOWLEDGE IS THE UNDERSTANDING OF A SUBJECT THROUGH EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION; ALWAYS COGNITIVE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKILLS ARE LEARNED AND GET BETTER WITH PRACTICE; THEY ARE EITHER COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
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ABILITIES ARE NATURAL, CONTRIBUTE TO SKILLS, AND ARE PERCEPTUAL, MOTOR, OR A COMBINATION; THEY ARE EITHER 
COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


7. LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS: LIST ANY LICENSES, CERTIFICATIONS, DEGREES, OR CREDENTIALS THAT ARE REQUIRED BY 
LAW FOR THIS POSITION. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


8. SELECTIVE PREFERENCES: LIST ANY PREFERRED (NOT REQUIRED) QUALIFICATIONS THAT THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WOULD 
PORTRAY. 
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9. ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: LIST ALL PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS POSITION BY 
CHECKING EACH BOX THAT APPLIES.  FOR EACH REQUIREMENT, INDICATE THE FREQUENCY WHICH IS REQUIRED IN THIS 
POSITION.  UNDER APPLICABLE MAJOR FUNCTIONS, IDENTIFY THE CORRESPONDING PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (FROM PG.3).  


C = CONTINUOUSLY (>66%);  F = FREQUENTLY (34-66%);  O = OCCASIONALLY (10-33%);  R = RARELY (<10%); N/A = NOT APPLICABLE 


Physical Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Balancing   


 Climbing   


 Crawling   


 Fine Dexterity   


 Foot Controls   


 Hearing   


 Kneeling/Crouching/Bending   


 Manual Dexterity   


 Lifting/Carrying  
# of pounds _________________   
*Lifting/Carrying 25 lbs or more will require a 
physical exam. 


 


Span of Lift:  
 Floor to Waist 
 Floor to Shoulder 
 Waist to Shoulder 
 Other: 


 


 


 Pushing/Pulling 


# of pounds _________________   
*Pushing/Pulling 25 lbs or more will require a physical exam. 


 


 


 Reaching   


 Sitting   


 Standing   


 Talking   


 Twisting   


 Upper Extremity Repetitive Motion   


 Seeing   


 Walking/Running Short Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Walking/Running Long Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Other _____________________________________________________   


 
Mental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 


Functions 
 Analysis/Reasoning   


 Communications Skills (as distinguished from talking)   


 Math/Mental Computation   


 Reading   


 Sustained Mental Activity (e.g., auditing, grant writing, composing reports, problem solving)   


 Writing   


 Other _____________________________________________________   
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Environmental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Asbestos   


 Dust   


 Frequent Task Changes   


 High Volume Public Contact   


 Loud Noise   


 Physical Danger   


 Tedious/Exacting Work   


 Temperature Extremes   


 Toxic Substances (e.g., solvents, degreasers, herbicides, pesticides, asbestos, 
printer toner, etc.)   


 
 
 
 
 


TO THE EMPLOYEE: THIS SECTION IS TO BE SIGNED BY THE INCUMBENT. 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes my job. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE SUPERVISOR: PLEASE PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT YOU BELIEVE WILL CONTRIBUTE TO A 
CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DUTIES PERFORMED BY THIS POSITION.  USE ADDITIONAL PAPER IF NEEDED. 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE AGENCY DIRECTOR OR THE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AGENCY DIRECTOR: 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes this position. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
** Please attach an organization chart clearly identifying each position’s official classification title, position number, 


class code, and grade.  Include at least two levels of supervision above this position, this position’s co-workers, 
and if applicable, subordinates.  If requesting a reclassification, two (2) organization charts (current and 
proposed) must be attached. 





		POSITION NUMBER: AID000420AJN

		JOB CODE: AUN03992

		OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE: Insurance Analyst Senior

		WORKING TITLE: Insurance Analyst

		AGENCY: Arizona Department of Insurance

		DIVISION/SECTION: LIF

		ADDRESS: 2910 N. 44th Street, Suite 210

		PHONE: 602-364-2393

		SUPERVISOR'S NAME: Position to be established

		TITLE: Executive Consultant

		EMAIL: 

		SUPERVISOR'S PHONE: 602-364-2393

		OTHER REQUEST: 

		NUMBER OF DIRECT REPORTS: 

		NUMBER OF INDIRECT REPORTS: 

		OTHER REPORTS TEXT: 

		ESTABLISH NEW POSITION: Yes

		REVIEW/RECLASS POSITION: Off

		CHANGE POSITION STATUS: Off

		UPDATE PDQ: Off

		OTHER: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED YES: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED NO: Yes

		SUPERVISE YES: Off

		MANAGE YES: Off

		SUPERVISE NO: Yes

		MANAGE NO: Yes

		WORK ASSIGNMENT: Off

		WORK REVIEW: Off

		PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: Off

		DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS: Off

		HIRING: Off

		OTHER REPORTS: Off

		LEAVE REQUESTS: Off

		JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: The federal government (Department of Health and Human Services or HHS) has awarded ADOI a $550,441.00 grant under Section 2794 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  The purpose of the grant is to support ADOI efforts to ensure that Arizona consumers get value for their health insurance premium dollars, specifically with regard to certain types of health insurers’ rate setting and rate increase practices.  The grant is referred to in this PDQ as the "Rate Review Grant" or RR Grant.   ADOI will use the grant funds to (1) improve the transparency and effectiveness of its health insurance rate review, and (2) develop the technical infrastructure to comply with ACA requirements for collecting, reviewing and reporting health insurance rates.  ADOI's intent is that after the grant period ends on September 30, 2011, ADOI will have the consumer-support capacity, analytical tools and systems to sustain the improvements it has made, using only pre-grant resources  The grant includes funds to contract with outside consultants for actuarial, information technology, web development and other grant-related services.  The grant also includes funds to hire a grant-activities manager, a senior insurance analyst and an administrative assistant.   This position shall maintain a confidential working relationship with an exempt official as contemplated by A.R.S. Section 41-771(B)(2).        

		JOB SUMMARY: The purpose of this position is to analyze rate review filings for one year.  The activities will include substantive review of individual health insurance rate filings, communication with insurers regarding completeness and compliance of rate filings, drafting revisions to filing requirements, drafting standardized certification forms and related standardized documents for individual and small group health insurers, acting as RR Grant liaison with the NAIC System for Electronic Review of Rates and Forms (SERFF), representing ADOI in RR Grant public/stakeholder meetings, and training permanent ADOI staff on RR Grant implementations.  Having an Insurance Analyst dedicated to the RR Grant activities will make it possible for existing ADOI insurance analysts to continue in their current positions without being required to take on additional, grant-related responsibilities.         

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 1: Perform non-actuarial review of individual health insurance rate filings to protect Arizona consumers from health insurance rates that are not set in compliance with Arizona laws and regulations.    Includes verbal and written communication  with insurers regarding completeness and compliance of filings.    

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 1: 15

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 2: Assist RR Grant Manager with preparing for and conducting stakeholder meetings regarding transparency of rate information, individual rate filing requirements and Accountable Health Plan (AHP) certification requirements.  Assist with minutes, summaries and agendas. Draft consumer-friendly publications, including web-site materials. that explain and bring transparency to Arizona's  rate-filing  and rate review process. 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 2: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 3: Compile data from actuarial  consultants regarding actuarial review of individual rate filings.  Determine whether non-actuarial review is supported by actuarial review.  Revise and draft new standardized checklist and compliance certification forms for individual rate filings.  Drafting will incorporate stakeholder feedback and actuarial recommendations for supporting compliance evaluation  and for meaningful, consumer-friendly information.  

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 3: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 4: Summarize information and variations in AHP actuarial certifications and in  AHP base premium and index rate submissions for calendar year (CY) 2009 and CY 2010.  Draft  a standardized  actuarial certification and a standardized template for base premium and index, to be used by insurers for their CY 2011 filings.  Drafting will incorporate stakeholder feedback and actuarial recommendations for supporting compliance evaluation and for meaningful, consumer-friendly  information. 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 4: 15

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 5: Act as primary liaison with SERFF regarding rate-filing system requirements and implementation of new data collection and reporting functions in SERFF.  Research other states' practices and rate review systems; conduct regulator or industry surveys.    

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 5: 10

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 6: Obtain information and recommendations from permanent ADOI staff on RR Grant matters; Train permanent staff on new filing requirements, new rate review processes and new SERFF functions resulting form the RR Grant.  Respond to technical questions on rate review and the RR Grant from insurers, stakeholders other agencies and other divisions in the Agency.       

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 6: 10

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 7: Assist RR Grant Manager with producing all aspects of HHS Quarterly Reports, Final Reports and any other reports or information required by HHS.  

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 7: 10

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 8: 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 8: 

		DECISION MAKING 1: Off

		DECISION MAKING 2: Off

		DECISION MAKING 3: Off

		DECISION MAKING 4: Yes

		DECISION MAKING 5: Off

		DECISION MAKING 6: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 1: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 2: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 3: Yes

		DECISION MAKING OTHER: 

		KNOWLEDGE: Knowledge of Arizona laws relating to health insurance compliance, rate-setting and policy provision requirements.  Knowledge of the mathematics, principles and and terminology of health underwriting and health insurance rating.    Knowledge of administrative policies and procedures for handling health insurance rate or form filings.Knowledge of the functions of the NAIC System for Electronic Rate and Form Filings (SERFF).Knowledge of statutory/regulatory construction and principles of public administration.Knowledge of Arizona health insurance market, industry practices and insurance company operations.Knowledge of federal (or other) grant management and grant-reporting.    

		SKILLS: Skill in regulatory analysis and negotiation.    Skill in using Excel, Word, Power Point, Outlook, Access, PDF or equivalent programs. Skill in interpreting and synthesizing data, identifying key indicators, developing database queries and producing useful reports.  Skill in using SERFF to review and dispose of filings, correspond with filers and run searches.Skill in time-management, project organization and problem-solving.   Customer service skills.     Communication skills, including making technical information understandable and appropriate for various audiences.Writing skills, including technical writing 

		ABILITIES: Ability to work independently, adapt to changing priorities and stay on task despite interruptions.   Ability to interpret and explain complicated information relating to the RR Grant.  Ability to quickly learn new material, including actuarial and technical concepts.  Ability to analyze complex/conflicting data and theories, draw valid conclusions and make useful recommendations.  Ability to establish and maintain effective and professional working relationships and to exercise good judgment. 

		LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS:         

		SELECTIVE PREFERENCES: Experience in the compliance or underwriting or finance/accounting department  of a health insurance company, health insurance agency or TPA.     A bachelor’s degree from an accredited college.  College or graduate level coursework in mathematics, finance, accounting, public administration, insurance theory or administration, or technical writing.    Experience working directly with actuaries.Experience in grant management and grant-reporting.Experience in regulatory enforcement.    

		PHYSICAL FREQ 1: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 1: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 2: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 2: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 3: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 3: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 4: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 4: Checklist & Forms

		PHYSICAL FREQ 5: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 5: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 6: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 6: Meetings, Interactions

		PHYSICAL FREQ 7: R

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 7: Training

		PHYSICAL FREQ 8: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 8: All

		LIFTING/CARRYING POUNDS: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 9: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 9: 

		SPAN OF LIFT OTHER: 

		PUSHING/PULLING POUNDS: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 10: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 10: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 11: R

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 11: Training

		PHYSICAL FREQ 12: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 12: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 13: O

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 13: Interactions with Staff

		PHYSICAL FREQ 14: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 14: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 15: R

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 15: Training

		PHYSICAL FREQ 16: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 16: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 17: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 17: All

		SHORT LENGTH OF DISTANCE: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 18: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 18: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 19: 

		LONG LENGTH OF DISTANCE: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 19: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 20: 

		PHYSICAL OTHER: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 20: 

		MENTAL FREQ 1: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 21: All

		MENTAL FREQ 2: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 22: All

		MENTAL FREQ 3: O

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 23: All

		MENTAL FREQ 4: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 24: All

		MENTAL FREQ 5: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 25: All

		MENTAL FREQ 6: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 26: Publications

		MENTAL DEMANDS OTHER: 

		MENTAL FREQ 7: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 27: 

		BALANCING: Off

		CLIMBING: Off

		CRAWLING: Off

		FINE DEXTERITY: Yes

		FOOT CONTROLS: Off

		HEARING: Yes

		KNEELING/CROUCHING/BENDING: Yes

		MANUAL DEXTERITY: Yes

		LIFTING/CARRYING: Off

		Floor to Waist: Off

		Floor to Shoulder: Off

		Waist to Shoulder: Off

		Other: Off

		PUSHING/PULLING: Off

		REACHING: Yes

		SITIING: Yes

		STANDING: Yes

		TALKING: Yes

		TWISTING: Yes

		UPPER EXTREMITY REPETITIVE MOTION: Yes

		SEEING: Yes

		WALKING/RUNNING SHORT DISTANCES: Off

		WALKING/RUNNING LONG DISTANCES: Off

		PHYSICAL DEMANDS OTHER: Off

		ANALYSIS/REASONING: Yes

		COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS: Yes

		MATH/MENTAL COMPUTATION: Yes

		READING: Yes

		SUSTAINED MENTAL ACTIVITY: Yes

		WRITING: Yes

		MENTAL OTHER: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL ASBESTOS: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL DUST: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQUENT TASK CHANGES: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL HIGH VOLUME PUBLIC CONTENT: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL LOUD NOISE: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICAL DANGER: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL TEDIOUS/EXACTING WORK: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EXTREMES: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL TOXIC SUBSTANCES: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 1: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 1: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 2: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 2: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 3: C

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 3: All

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 4: F

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 4: Meetings

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 5: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 5: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 6: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 6: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 7: F

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 7: All

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 8: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 8: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 9: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 9: 
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Grants to States for Health Insurance Premium Review-Cycle I


Updated Grant Budget Narrative – Arizona

December 31, 2010 


TOTAL BUDGET APPLIED FOR: $550,441


TOTAL BUDGET UPDATED:  $485,513

PERSONNEL ($96,387.00 in total):


►1 FTE Executive Consultant (“EC”), ($65,000/year, 10/18/2010-9/30/2011).  Responsible for day-to-day management and strategic direction of the project, obtains internal and public stakeholder support of objectives, conducts public meetings, prepares consumer transparency materials and oversees web posts, integrates insurance analysis and actuarial analysis, represents Arizona-specific interests to SERFF, coordinates SERFF systems changes with non-SERFF IT requirements for the project, and oversees ADOI implementation of SERFF and non-SERFF IT developments.   


►1 FTE Insurance Analyst (“IA”), ($49,000, 11/02/2010-1/20/2011).  In conjunction with actuaries, does substantive review of rate filings, drafts revisions to filing requirements, drafts standardized small group forms, acts as primary technical contact for SERFF, assists EC with preparation for stakeholder involvement/public meetings, and consults with and trains existing ADOI staff on project matters.   


►1 FTE Administrative Assistant (“AA”), ($30,000 10/25/2010-9/30/2011).  Processes and assigns project filings, enters data and runs queries on substantive review, prepares reports and correspondence, handles rate filing questions and public records requests, manages EC’s calendar for public meetings, assists EC at public meetings, and handles project-related billings.   


FRINGE BENEFITS ($23,985 in total).  Calculated at $2,000/FTE plus 20% of PERSONNEL [(2.33 FTE’s X $2,000)+(96,387 X 20%)].

TRAVEL ($5,300 in total). Includes $3000 to send the EC to 2 grant-related health care reform meetings at $1,500 each, $1,150 to send either the EC or the IA to SERFF training, and $1,150 to send EC and necessary permanent staff to grant-related community meetings outside the Phoenix area. 


SUPPLIES ($19,105 in total).  Includes PC’s w/ software (3 X $1,400), laptop PC w/ software (1 X$1,400), printer (1 X $500 ), projector (1 X $813.41), modular workstation (1 X $2,000), desk chairs and side chairs ($2422.42) file cabinets (1 X $300), bookcase (1 X $200), telephone (3 X $700), reference materials (3 X $500 – laws, rules, etc.), miscellaneous office supplies (3 X $550- paper, file folders, binders, etc.), postage ($2,000), and miscellaneous items for public meetings ($68 -digital recorder and equipment cart).

CONTRACTUAL ($335,778 in total):


►Actuarial Services, $158,250.  (Project Leader-15 hours @ $395/hour, Senior Actuary-150 hours @ $475/hour, Consulting Actuary  -150 hours @ $350/hour, Actuarial Analyst-155 hours @ $180/hour, Administrative Suppor-9 hours @ $75/hour, all under AZ Contract SCC070018-5-A3).  Develop substantive review criteria, train ADOI staff, evaluate effectiveness of current processes/forms, recommend improvements to same, consult on key indicators for enforcement and transparency,  assist EC with stakeholder involvement and preparation for public meetings, and communicate with industry actuaries.   


► Technology Consultants.  $86,008 ($18,808 for NAIC SERFF – see attachment; 600 hours technology architect services @ $85/hr and 240 hours web development services @ $55/hr per AZ Contract EPS070113; 30 hours @ $100/hr for phone system programming per AZ Contract EPS050044). Develop and implement new collection/reporting systems to interface with SERFF and web-site changes and to increase efficiency in filing reviews.  Modify phone system to route callers with rate questions.  Modify web site for public access to rates information, insurer links, and public announcements, and to obtain public comment.  


► Project Coordinator.  $91,520 (1,040 hours project management services @ $88/hr per AZ Contract EPS080015).  Manage project schedule and budget, advise EC if project on track.    Research and compare rate filing practices in other states; advise EC on findings.

OTHER ($4,958 in total).  Includes $2,925 for voice/data telecommunication charges [(1 FTE X  3  months X $108.33/mo)+(2 FTEs X 12 months X $108.33/mo),  $950 for SERFF training tuition for 2 FTEs (2 X $475) and  $1,083 for expenses related to conducting public meetings, including without limitation, facility rental charges. 

Budget Narrative – Page 3
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STATE OF ARIZONA 
POSITION DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 


 
 


POSITION NUMBER JOB CODE 


  


OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE WORKING TITLE 


  


 
 


AGENCY DIVISION/SECTION 


  


ADDRESS (PHYSICAL WORK LOCATION) PHONE  


  


 
 


SUPERVISOR’S NAME TITLE 


  


EMAIL PHONE  


  


 
 


REQUEST TO 


 Establish New Position  Review/Reclass Position  Change Position Status 


 Update PDQ  Other: ___________________________________________ 


 
 


EMPLOYEE INITIATED: SEE PERSONNEL RULE R2-5-301.G. IF YES, EMPLOYEE SHOULD SUBMIT THROUGH AGENCY 
MANAGEMENT.  FOR ASSISTANCE, EMPLOYEE SHOULD CONTACT THEIR AGENCY HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE.  


 Yes       No 


 
 


SUPERVISE  MANAGE 


 Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)   Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)  


 No  No 


 
Number of Direct Reports: ___________ Number of Indirect Reports: _______________ 


 Work Assignment  Work Review  Performance Appraisal  Leave Requests 


 Disciplinary Actions  Hiring  Other: ________________________________ 


 
 
 
 
 



lifams

Sticky Note

Accepted set by lifams
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1. JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: EXPLAIN THE EVENTS/CHANGES THAT MADE THIS REQUEST NECESSARY, INCLUDING 
JUSTIFICATION FOR EXEMPT, UNCOVERED POSITION REQUESTS. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. JOB SUMMARY: EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE OF THIS POSITION. 
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3. MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: USE ACTION VERBS TO STATE THE PRIMARY FUNCTIONS FOR WHICH THIS POSITION IS 
ACCOUNTABLE, AND EXPLAIN WHAT THIS POSITION DOES AND WHY. 


 
Primary Responsibilities (in increments of no less than 5%) Percent Time Spent (%) 


1.   


2.   


3.   


4.   


5.   


6.   


7.   


8.   


Attach additional sheets as needed Must total 100% 
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4. DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THIS POSITION’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE 
DECISION MAKING PROCESS. 


 
 Follows written and verbal instructions 


 Follows established guidelines 


 Interprets policies and procedures 


 Participates in the establishment of guidelines and policies 


 Acts as final authority to implement guidelines and policies 


 Other: ______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


5. PROBLEM SOLVING: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SITUATIONS 
REQUIRED OF THIS POSITION. 


 
 Identical or similar situations following established routines/instructions 


 Diverse procedures in differing situations; some research within area of expertise is required 


 Variable situations requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative, and/or constructive thinking within  
 broadly defined policies and objectives 
 


6. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAS): EXPLAIN THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES AN EMPLOYEE IN THIS 
POSITION MUST HAVE IN ORDER TO PERFORM WORK SATISFACTORILY. 


 
KNOWLEDGE IS THE UNDERSTANDING OF A SUBJECT THROUGH EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION; ALWAYS COGNITIVE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKILLS ARE LEARNED AND GET BETTER WITH PRACTICE; THEY ARE EITHER COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
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ABILITIES ARE NATURAL, CONTRIBUTE TO SKILLS, AND ARE PERCEPTUAL, MOTOR, OR A COMBINATION; THEY ARE EITHER 
COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


7. LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS: LIST ANY LICENSES, CERTIFICATIONS, DEGREES, OR CREDENTIALS THAT ARE REQUIRED BY 
LAW FOR THIS POSITION. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


8. SELECTIVE PREFERENCES: LIST ANY PREFERRED (NOT REQUIRED) QUALIFICATIONS THAT THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WOULD 
PORTRAY. 
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9. ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: LIST ALL PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS POSITION BY 
CHECKING EACH BOX THAT APPLIES.  FOR EACH REQUIREMENT, INDICATE THE FREQUENCY WHICH IS REQUIRED IN THIS 
POSITION.  UNDER APPLICABLE MAJOR FUNCTIONS, IDENTIFY THE CORRESPONDING PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (FROM PG.3).  


C = CONTINUOUSLY (>66%);  F = FREQUENTLY (34-66%);  O = OCCASIONALLY (10-33%);  R = RARELY (<10%); N/A = NOT APPLICABLE 


Physical Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Balancing   


 Climbing   


 Crawling   


 Fine Dexterity   


 Foot Controls   


 Hearing   


 Kneeling/Crouching/Bending   


 Manual Dexterity   


 Lifting/Carrying  
# of pounds _________________   
*Lifting/Carrying 25 lbs or more will require a 
physical exam. 


 


Span of Lift:  
 Floor to Waist 
 Floor to Shoulder 
 Waist to Shoulder 
 Other: 


 


 


 Pushing/Pulling 


# of pounds _________________   
*Pushing/Pulling 25 lbs or more will require a physical exam. 


 


 


 Reaching   


 Sitting   


 Standing   


 Talking   


 Twisting   


 Upper Extremity Repetitive Motion   


 Seeing   


 Walking/Running Short Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Walking/Running Long Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Other _____________________________________________________   


 
Mental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 


Functions 
 Analysis/Reasoning   


 Communications Skills (as distinguished from talking)   


 Math/Mental Computation   


 Reading   


 Sustained Mental Activity (e.g., auditing, grant writing, composing reports, problem solving)   


 Writing   


 Other _____________________________________________________   
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Environmental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Asbestos   


 Dust   


 Frequent Task Changes   


 High Volume Public Contact   


 Loud Noise   


 Physical Danger   


 Tedious/Exacting Work   


 Temperature Extremes   


 Toxic Substances (e.g., solvents, degreasers, herbicides, pesticides, asbestos, 
printer toner, etc.)   


 
 
 
 
 


TO THE EMPLOYEE: THIS SECTION IS TO BE SIGNED BY THE INCUMBENT. 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes my job. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE SUPERVISOR: PLEASE PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT YOU BELIEVE WILL CONTRIBUTE TO A 
CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DUTIES PERFORMED BY THIS POSITION.  USE ADDITIONAL PAPER IF NEEDED. 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE AGENCY DIRECTOR OR THE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AGENCY DIRECTOR: 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes this position. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
** Please attach an organization chart clearly identifying each position’s official classification title, position number, 


class code, and grade.  Include at least two levels of supervision above this position, this position’s co-workers, 
and if applicable, subordinates.  If requesting a reclassification, two (2) organization charts (current and 
proposed) must be attached. 





		POSITION NUMBER: AID000421ACN

		JOB CODE: ACV73122

		OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE: Administrative Assistant II

		WORKING TITLE: Administrative Assistant II

		AGENCY: Department of Insurance

		DIVISION/SECTION: Life & Health

		ADDRESS: 2910 North 44th Street, Suite 210, Phoenix, AZ 85018

		PHONE: 602-364-2393

		SUPERVISOR'S NAME: Position to be established. 

		TITLE: Executive Consultant

		EMAIL: 

		SUPERVISOR'S PHONE: 602-364-2393

		OTHER REQUEST: 

		NUMBER OF DIRECT REPORTS: 

		NUMBER OF INDIRECT REPORTS: 

		OTHER REPORTS TEXT: 

		ESTABLISH NEW POSITION: Yes

		REVIEW/RECLASS POSITION: Off

		CHANGE POSITION STATUS: Off

		UPDATE PDQ: Off

		OTHER: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED YES: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED NO: Yes

		SUPERVISE YES: Off

		MANAGE YES: Off

		SUPERVISE NO: Yes

		MANAGE NO: Yes

		WORK ASSIGNMENT: Off

		WORK REVIEW: Off

		PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: Off

		DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS: Off

		HIRING: Off

		OTHER REPORTS: Off

		LEAVE REQUESTS: Off

		JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: The federal government (Department of Health and Human Services or HHS) has awarded ADOI a $550,441.00 grant under Section 2794 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  The purpose of the grant is to support ADOI efforts to ensure that Arizona consumers get value for their health insurance premium dollars, specifically with regard to certain types of health insurers’ rate setting and rate increase practices.  The grant is referred to in this PDQ as the "Rate Review Grant" or RR Grant.   ADOI will use the grant funds to (1) improve the transparency and effectiveness of its health insurance rate review, and (2) develop the technical infrastructure to comply with ACA requirements for collecting, reviewing and reporting health insurance rates.  ADOI's intent is that after the grant period ends on on September 30, 2011, ADOI will have the consumer-support capacity, analytical tools and systems to sustain the improvements it has made, using only pre-grant resources  The grant includes funds to contract with outside consultants for actuarial, information technology, web development and other grant-related services.  The grant also includes funds to hire a grant-activities manager, a senior insurance analyst and an administrative assistant.       

		JOB SUMMARY: The purpose of this position is to provide administrative support for the grant activities for one year.  The activities will include logging in and and assigning rate review filings, entering data and running queries on rate review filings and processes, preparing reports and correspondence, handling rate filing questions and public records requests, scheduling public meetings and other RR Grant events, assisting the RR Grant Manager at public meetings and other events, assisting the ADOI business office with handling RR Grant billings and paperwork, and coordinating RR Grant administrative activities with related administrative functions throughout ADOI.  Having an administrative assistant dedicated to the RR Grant activities will make it possible for existing ADOI administrative assistants to continue in their current positions without being required to take on additional, grant-related responsibilities.               

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 1: To maintain paper/electronic rate review filings and RR Grant files and to use Word/Excel/Access or similar programs to (1) compile data in HHS template, and (2) enter data, run standard queries and produce reports in useful format for RR Grant analysis, assignments and quarterly reports to HHS.        

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 1: 40

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 2: To independently screen, handle or appropriately route RR Grant communications from external and internal sources by telephone, regular mail or electronic mail.  This includes (1) interpreting RR Grant and agency program rules and regulations, (2) accurately answering frequent/cyclical questions, and (3) using and updating RR Grant desk reference materials.   This also includes producing RR Grant correspondence with correct spelling and grammar. 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 2: 15

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 3: To assist RR Grant Manager, RR Grant Analyst and RR Grant consultants with conducting RR Grant activities, including public meetings.  Public meeting responsibilities include scheduling, finding a venue, preparing materials and A/V handling equipment, attendance, distributing summaries or minutes, and setting up and restoring the room.  Assist with meeting minutes, summaries and agendas.

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 3: 10
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Welcome!Welcome!



 
Arizona Department of 
Insurance



 
Overview of Rate Review Grant 
Program



 
Presentation of Rate Review 
Topics



 
Your Comments & Questions










 


Part of Arizona State Government.Part of Arizona State Government.





 


Makes sure insurance companies and Makes sure insurance companies and 
agents follow insurance laws.agents follow insurance laws.





 


There arenThere aren’’t laws for everything the t laws for everything the 
public wants.public wants.


Arizona Department of InsuranceArizona Department of Insurance







Arizona Department of InsuranceArizona Department of Insurance


Responsibilities include:Responsibilities include:



 


Licensing insurance companies & agents. Licensing insurance companies & agents. 



 


Monitoring financial condition of AZ Monitoring financial condition of AZ 
insurance companies.insurance companies.



 


Assisting and educating consumers.Assisting and educating consumers.



 


Reviewing certain policy forms and rates Reviewing certain policy forms and rates 
for compliance with Arizona law.for compliance with Arizona law.







Health Care ReformHealth Care Reform



 


Some provisions of the federal law took 
effect in 2010.  For example:


–– Children can be covered on a parentChildren can be covered on a parent’’s s 
policy up to age 26. policy up to age 26. 


–– Prohibits preProhibits pre--existing condition existing condition 
exclusions for children under age 19. exclusions for children under age 19. 


–– Creates an information Creates an information ““Web PortalWeb Portal”” 
for individuals and small employers. for individuals and small employers. 








 


Some things will take effect later. For 
example:
–– Starting in 2011, pStarting in 2011, plans must spend a lans must spend a 


certain amount on health care servicescertain amount on health care services
–– By 2014, every state will have an By 2014, every state will have an 


““ExchangeExchange”” where individuals and small where individuals and small 
businesses can find insurance.    businesses can find insurance.    


HealthCare Reform







Purpose of Federal GrantPurpose of Federal Grant



 


Transparency:  Improve Public Access to Transparency:  Improve Public Access to 
Rate Information.Rate Information.



 


Compliance:   Enhance the Way States  Compliance:   Enhance the Way States  
Review Rate FilingsReview Rate Filings



 


Technology:  Improve StatesTechnology:  Improve States’’ Data Data 
Collection and Reporting TechnologyCollection and Reporting Technology







ADOIADOI’’S Grant ObjectivesS Grant Objectives



 


Focus pFocus primarily on individual health rimarily on individual health 
insurance rates, where insurance rates, where 
–– Insurers have to submit detailed rate Insurers have to submit detailed rate 


information to ADOI.information to ADOI.
–– ADOI does limited review.ADOI does limited review.



 


Also look at some aspects of small Also look at some aspects of small 
employer rates, although insurers do not employer rates, although insurers do not 
have to submit detailed rate information have to submit detailed rate information 
to ADOI.to ADOI.







ADOIADOI’’S Grant ObjectivesS Grant Objectives



 


Transparency Transparency 
–– Learn What Information is Most Learn What Information is Most 


Important to Arizona ResidentsImportant to Arizona Residents



 
Community meetings, surveys, etc.Community meetings, surveys, etc.


–– Provide the Important InformationProvide the Important Information



 
FAQsFAQs



 


Definitions and summariesDefinitions and summaries



 
GraphicsGraphics







ADOIADOI’’S Grant ObjectivesS Grant Objectives



 
ComplianceCompliance


–– Ensure That Our Rate Review Process Ensure That Our Rate Review Process 
is As Accurate & Efficient As Possibleis As Accurate & Efficient As Possible


–– Using Actuaries to Help Review Using Actuaries to Help Review 
Current ProcessCurrent Process







Current ADOI ReviewCurrent ADOI Review 
Individual RatesIndividual Rates



 
Rates must meet a certain Rates must meet a certain ““anticipated anticipated 
loss ratio.loss ratio.””



 
Insurers must submit rate filings with:Insurers must submit rate filings with:


–– Certification that the rates comply with the Certification that the rates comply with the 
law.law.


–– Supporting documentation, including a rate Supporting documentation, including a rate 
schedule and an actuarial memorandum.schedule and an actuarial memorandum.


–– The average rate increase for the filing.The average rate increase for the filing.







Current ADOI ReviewCurrent ADOI Review 
Individual Rates (ContIndividual Rates (Cont’’d)d)



 


ADOI reviews individual rate filings to be ADOI reviews individual rate filings to be 
sure:sure:
–– The filing is complete.The filing is complete.
–– The anticipated loss ratio is correct.The anticipated loss ratio is correct.



 


ADOI does not have the authority to ADOI does not have the authority to 
disapprove individual rate filings but it can disapprove individual rate filings but it can 
require insurers to change nonrequire insurers to change non--compliant compliant 
items. items. 








 


Rates must be within a certain rate band.Rates must be within a certain rate band.



 
Every year, insurers must:Every year, insurers must:
–– Certify in writing that the rates comply with the Certify in writing that the rates comply with the 


law.law.
–– Provide Provide ““indexindex”” and and ““base premiumbase premium”” rates that rates that 


they use to stay within the rate band.they use to stay within the rate band.
–– Insurers are not required to provide the rates Insurers are not required to provide the rates 


they actually charge. they actually charge. 



 


ADOI makes sure insurers make their ADOI makes sure insurers make their 
annual submissions.  annual submissions.  


Current ADOI Review 
Small Employer Rates







ADOIADOI’’S Grant ObjectivesS Grant Objectives



 


TechnologyTechnology
–– Require Electronic Rate Filings from Insurance Require Electronic Rate Filings from Insurance 


CompaniesCompanies


–– Improve Internal System for Managing Improve Internal System for Managing 
Review and Data AnalysisReview and Data Analysis


–– Electronic Reporting to Federal Government, Electronic Reporting to Federal Government, 
as Requiredas Required







Tell Us!!!  Ask Us!!!Tell Us!!!  Ask Us!!!



 


Things you might want to knowThings you might want to know……
–– How Health Insurers Set Rates?How Health Insurers Set Rates?
–– Why Health Insurers Raise Rates?Why Health Insurers Raise Rates?
–– How to see Rate Filings at ADOI?How to see Rate Filings at ADOI?
–– What is in an Individual Health Rate Filing?What is in an Individual Health Rate Filing?
–– How May Consumers Participate in this Grant How May Consumers Participate in this Grant 


Program?Program?
–– How to Make Rate Information EasierHow to Make Rate Information Easier


to Understand?to Understand?







Thank You Thank You 





 
We Value Your Input & Participation We Value Your Input & Participation -- Thank You Thank You 
for Attending!for Attending!





 
Watch our Website for Information and Updates!Watch our Website for Information and Updates!





 
Have a Happy, Healthy 2011!Have a Happy, Healthy 2011!





 


Public Notice: Public Notice: 100% of this project is financed with federal money. The total g100% of this project is financed with federal money. The total grant rant 
award is $1,000.000; however, spending is limited to $550,441.00award is $1,000.000; however, spending is limited to $550,441.00, which is the , which is the 
amount in the budget ADOI submitted with its grant application. amount in the budget ADOI submitted with its grant application. None of the project None of the project 
is financed by nonis financed by non--governmental sources.governmental sources.
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ATTACHMENT H 
 


PUBLIC MEETING HANDOUTS:   
 
POWERPOINT PRESENTATION 
 
ADOI CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
LIST OF HEALTH BENEFIT RESOURCES FOR ARIZONA 
CONSUMERS 
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ATTACHMENT C 
 


AGENDA FOR ADOI MEETING WITH MERCER 11.15.2010 








 


 


 SSTTAATTEE  OOFF  AARRIIZZOONNAA  
DDEEPPAARRTTMMEENNTT  OOFF  IINNSSUURRAANNCCEE  


Contact our HHeeaalltthh  IInnssuurraannccee  RRaattee  RReevviieeww  GGrraanntt  PPrrooggrraamm if 
you have comments or questions related to health insurance rates:


By phone:  


In Phoenix .....................  (602) 364-2393  


Outside Phoenix ...........  (800) 325-2548 (ask for Rate Review 
Grant Program) 


By e-mail: ratereview@azinsurance.gov 


By fax:.............................  (602) 364-2175  


 
Contact our CCoonnssuummeerr  AAffffaaiirrss  DDiivviissiioonn if you have questions or 
complaints about any type of insurance: 


 
By phone:  


In Phoenix ......................  (602) 364-2499  


Outside Phoenix ............  (800) 325-2548  


By e-mail: consumers@azinsurance.gov 


By fax:.............................  (602) 364-2505 
 


Other ways to connect with us: 
By mail or in person: 


Arizona Department of Insurance  
2910 N. 44th Street, Ste. 210 
Phoenix, AZ 85018 


Internet:    www.azinsurance.gov 



mailto:ratereview@azinsurance.gov

mailto:consumers@azinsurance.gov

http://www.azinsurance.gov/






     


                                 
 
 


Revision Date:  December 21, 2010 
 


 


Criteria and Process for Substantive Review 
of Individual Health Insurance Rates Filed in 
Arizona for the Period November 1, 2010 
through April 30, 2011 
 


Milestone 1.B.i. 
Mercer Government Human Services Consulting (Mercer), a part of Mercer Health & 
Benefits LLC, has developed the criteria and process to be utilized in the substantive review 
for individual health insurance rates filed in Arizona. The following processes address 
Milestone 1.B.i. and are based upon our conversations with the Arizona Department of 
Insurance (ADOI) staff, Mercer's preliminary review of a few individual rate filings accessed 
through the SERFF system and Mercer's professional experience in actuarial rate 
development. As we apply the review criteria and processes to the rate filings, there may be 
components that are identified through our review or through discussions with ADOI which 
result in additions, deletions or changes to this initial process document.  
 
The revised substantive review process will be applied to 100% of administratively complete 
initial rate filings and at least 75% of rate revisions, as required in Milestone 1.B.ii. The 
results of our findings will be summarized and provided to ADOI in order to determine how 
often the actuarial certification of compliance is supported by the substantive review process 
(Milestone 1.B.iii.).  
 
The process includes a list of items to be checked and results recorded. As Mercer performs 
the review, we will be looking for ways to improve upon these initial criteria for the review 
process. Accordingly, we may modify the criteria by adding or deleting items. Based on the 
findings of the review process, Mercer will make recommendations for changes to the 
existing forms and related filing requirements (Milestone 1.B.iv.).  
 
The following describes the process steps and criteria to be used in this review: 
 
1. Identify the types of insurance (TOI) included in the substantive review process.  


 
This initial step will narrow the scope of filings under review that are stored in the SERFF 
system. The process will include a review of individual health form/rate and rate filings 
for certain types of insurance, as identified in Table 1. Table 1 contains information on 
historical individual health form/rate and rate filings that will be used to form the basis for 
the selection of filings to review. This information will also be used to clarify the precise 
types of insurance filings to be reviewed. For example, the substantive review process 
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would include SERFF filings for Individual Health Specified Disease insurance type 
(H07I TOI Code) but exclude filings for Individual Health Short Term Care insurance type 
(H13I).  


 
The list of the types of insurance filings to be reviewed is identified in the top section of 
Table 1. The filings Mercer will review include a significant majority of covered persons 
with comprehensive major medical (or similar) renewal coverage. The list of filings would 
also cover 100% of all administratively complete initial filings of the insurance types 
being reviewed and at least 75% of revision filings submitted between November 1, 
2010 and April 30, 2011. In addition to the medical filings, Mercer will also review a 
sampling of the Dental (H10I TOI Code) and Vision (H20I TOI Code) filings as they 
reflect a sizeable portion of the total filings received by ADOI. The number of filings listed 
in Table 1 representing closed filings, with filing dates between October 1, 2009 and 
September 30, 2010, will assist in determining which filings are to be the reviewed. The 
bottom section of Table 1 reflects the list of filings, which will not be reviewed through 
the substantive review process.  


 
Table 1 – SERFF individual health rate filings 
Types of insurance filings to be reviewed 


TOI code TOI # of filings* 


H071 Specified disease (dread disease, dread disease-cancer only, critical 
illness, HIV indemnity) 77 


H081 Intensive care – limited benefit  3 
H10I** Dental 36 
H141 Hospital indemnity 23 
H151 Hospital/medical surgical expense 11 
H161 Health major medical 60 
H20I** Vision 7 
 
 
Types of insurance filings excluded from the review process 


TOI code TOI # of filings* 


H021 Accident only  0 
H031 Accidental death & dismemberment  0 
H04 Health – blanket accident/sickness  0 
H06 Conversion  0 
H09I Organ and tissue transplant – limited benefit  0 
H11I Disability income  0 
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Types of insurance filings excluded from the review process 


TOI code TOI # of filings* 


H12I Health excess stop loss  0 
H13I Short term care  4 
H17I Rx  0 
H18I Sickness  4 
H19I Health rate filings – travel 0 
* Based on time period from October 1, 2009 through September 30, 2010, with closed state status 
and form/rate or rate type of filings 
** A sampling of the Dental and Vision filings will be reviewed. However, the review will encompass 
less than the stated requirement for medical filings that 100% of administratively complete initial 
filings and 75% of revisions be reviewed. 
 
2. Review the form/rate and rate filing submissions for acceptable documentation including 


following rate filing instructions for the following major categories:  
a) Rate filing checklist standards 
b) Certification of qualified actuary forms 
c) Actuarial memorandum  


 


Rate filing checklist standards 
Appendix A contains three documents that are utilized in the existing rate review process 
today. They include a checklist for the review requirements for health insurance rate filings, 
a checklist for the review requirements for individual health indemnity forms, and a 
certification of qualified actuary to be submitted with each rate filing. These documents are 
included as reference items for our rate review process. As one component of our review 
process, we will review these documents for applicability in the rate filings for initial filings as 
well as rate revisions. Items related specifically to rate development and rate structure will 
be included as a part of the review process. This will comprise one component of the overall 
rate review process. Many other components of the rate review process are detailed further 
in this document. 
 
1. Complete a checklist review for individual health filings that covers the following: 


a) All legal requirements for any to-be-reviewed coverage (see Appendix A) 
b) Any ADOI interpretations of regulation, such as reasonableness of rates in relation to 


premium beyond the requirements in Arizona statute 
c) Applicability for each SERFF insurance type being reviewed 


 
2. The table in Appendix A for individual health indemnity filings (forms checklist) will be 


used to identify current requirements to be met for each filing. 
a) Checklist element applicability will be reviewed for each bid  
b) Checklist element signoff will be reviewed for each bid  
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3. Determine potential checklist revisions based on this review and/or a proposal for a new 


checklist based on individualized insurance types to meet the following: 
a) All legal requirements for the type of insurance coverage 
b) Reasonableness of benefits in relation to premium as determined in Arizona 


Administrative Code Section R 20-6-607 for specific insurance types 
 


Certification of qualified actuary forms 
1. Review the rate certifications for form/rate and rate filings for completeness. 


a) Determine whether the rate certifications were filed with the following criteria: 
i) Was the actuarial certification form properly filled out? 
ii) Did the filing include a statement as to whether the filing applies only to new 


business, only to in-force business, or both? 
iii) Was the rate filing in compliance with applicable laws and regulations of the 


State? 
iv) Are the benefits reasonable in relation to the premiums, including showing the 


anticipated loss ratio? The anticipated loss ratio standards, as established for the 
different renewal clauses, as defined by Optionally Renewable (OR), 
Conditionally Renewable (CR), Guaranteed Renewable (GR) or Non-Cancelable 
(NC) coverage. 


v) Review the carriers’ development and submission of the anticipated loss ratio 
metric. Determine the level of consistency and appropriateness in reporting this 
metric amongst the carriers. 


vi) Was an estimate of the expected average effect on premiums provided for 
previously approved forms? 


vii) Was the certification signed by a credentialed actuary?  
Arizona statute requires that rate filings be certified by a qualified actuary who is 
defined in statute as a member of the American Academy of Actuaries or an 
individual acceptable to the Director of the Department of Insurance. This 
assures that the rate certification is performed only by persons recognized as 
qualified to do so. Actuaries attain membership in the American Academy of 
Actuaries by satisfying education requirements demonstrated through 
examination as well as experience requirements and annual continuing 
education requirements. Their work is subject to actuarial standards of practice 
promulgated by the Actuarial Standards Board.  
(1) Check the actuarial credentials of the person signing the actuarial certification 


of the rate filing. The online Directory of Actuarial Memberships can be 
accessed through www.actuary.org , the Website of the American Academy 
of Actuaries. The online directory provides an up-to-date look at actuaries’ 
credentials, so recent additions would be included. 


(2) The expectation is that the signing actuary is a current member of the 
American Academy of Actuaries. Exceptions would be noted for follow-up. 


(3) Actuary is listed as an MAAA; note year. 



http://www.actuary.org/
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(4) Actuary is not listed as an MAAA, but is an Associate of the Society of 
Actuaries (ASA); note year for possible follow-up (could have recently applied 
for MAAA). 


(5) Actuary is not listed as an MAAA, but is a Fellow of the Society of Actuaries 
(FSA); note year for possible follow-up (could have recently applied for 
MAAA). 


(6) Exceptions to be noted for follow-up (It would be unusual for casualty 
actuaries (ACAS, FCAS) and pension actuaries (EA, MSPA, FSPA) to sign 
health rate filings). 


b) Review the carriers’ development and submission of the anticipated loss ratio metric.  
i) Determine the level of consistency and appropriateness in reporting this metric 


amongst the carriers. 
c) Review the various forms that are submitted with the individual rate filings for both 


new filings and rate revisions. 
i) Determine if standardizing the forms and/or naming conventions will streamline 


the rate review process and cut down on questions and follow-up to the carriers. 
ii) Determine if separating the forms, or creating separate sections within a form, 


will streamline the rate filing and rate review processes. 
iii) Determine if updates or revisions to the "Rate Filing Instructions" will enhance 


the submission process and allow for better consistency and standardization of 
the reported information. 


d) Review the individual filings for new carriers and/or new policy forms. 
i) Determine the level of consistency amongst these submissions. 
ii) Observe potential best practices in terms of new filings. 


e) Collaborate with ADOI staff related to contacting individual signing actuaries to clarify 
questions or resolve issues observed throughout the review process.  


f) Review the carriers’ response to question 6 on the Certification of Qualified Actuary 
form. 
i) Determine the frequency of carriers that report an actual value versus those that 


only provide general information, such as “greater than 55%”. 
g) Reviews will be made, and potential rate certification form improvements will be 


considered. As transparency and public disclosure are key elements in the scope of 
work, ADOI and stakeholder input will be collected prior to finalizing any proposed 
changes to the rate certification forms. 


 


Actuarial memorandum 
Determine if the actuarial memorandum and support documentation submitted with each 
filing contain sufficient detail associated with the following topics: 
 
1. Review the Actuarial Memorandums and support documents for rate form/rate filings to 


determine whether they include: 
a) A statement of the scope and reason for the revision.  
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b) A calculation of the anticipated loss ratio expressed as the present value of the 
expected benefits to the present value of the expected premiums over the entire 
period for which rates are computed to provide coverage. 


c) An estimate of the expected average effect on premiums.  
d) A history of the most recent five (5) years contiguous experience under existing rates 


for each plan number.  The history may include the ratios of actual claims to the 
claims expected, according to the assumptions underlying the existing rates. 


e) The number of members (including number of Arizona covered lives) enrolled for 
each form and the combined enrollment for all forms in the filing. 


f) Schedule of rates which show the amount to be charged to the insured enrollees. 
g) A rate history with dates of rate changes and the percentage of each change 


including the ratio of actual claims to the claims expected. 
h) Justification and explanation of expense increases. 
i) Any other additional data, including any substitution of actual claim run-offs for claim 


reserves and liabilities, benefit/deductible/coinsurance factors, lapse rates, trend 
factors and adjustment of premiums to an annual mode basis. 
 


2. Review the Actuarial Memorandums to determine whether they meet Actuarial 
Standards of Practice for rate filings and actuarial communications for the following:  
a) Review the Actuarial Memorandum that accompanies the rate filing for consistency 


with the requirements of Actuarial Standard of Practice No. 8 Regulatory Filings for 
Health Plan Entities (ASOP 8). ASOP 8 provides binding requirements on 
professional work performed by actuaries who file rate certifications with state 
regulatory authorities. Other more general ASOP’s are also applicable to portions of 
rate filing work such data quality, measurement of claims liabilities and actuarial 
communications. The review checklist would include expected responses, with 
exceptions noted for potential follow-up with the carriers. 


 
3. Sources of information: 


a) Company experience on the same or similar products. 
b) Expected cost levels provided by proprietary industry studies or consulting firms. 
c) Publicly available information, such as industry or government studies or published 


research. 
d) Other, to be noted for potential follow-up. 


 
4. Any material information supplied by others and the extent of the actuary’s reliance on 


such information: 
a) No mention of reliance on information supplied by others 
b) Expected cost levels (base data, trend) provided by proprietary industry studies or 


consulting firms 
c) Rating factors (age/gender, geographic, tobacco use, benefit plan design) provided 


by proprietary industry studies or consulting firms 
d) Other, to be noted for potential follow-up 
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5. Any unresolved concerns the actuary may have about the information that could have a 
material effect on the rate filing: 
a) No mention of such unresolved concerns 
b) Any mention of such concerns will be noted for potential follow-up 


 
6. Limitations on the use of the rate filing: 


a) Typically limited to the use by the filing company for purposes of demonstrating to 
regulatory authorities compliance with rate filing requirements 


b) No mention of such limitations will be noted for potential follow-up 
 
7. Any conflicts arising from applicable law: 


a) No conflicts mentioned 
b) Any mention of such conflicts will be noted for potential follow-up 


 
8. Any assumptions or methods prescribed by applicable law: 


a) No mention of such assumptions or methods 
b) Any mention of such assumptions or methods will be noted for potential follow-up 


 
9. Documentation, communication and disclosure:  


a) Clear, internally consistent, and uses reasonable conclusions from available data 
b) Any ambiguities, inconsistencies or apparent unreasonable conclusions will be noted 


for potential follow-up 
 
10. Earned premium and incurred claims used as base data: 


a) From sources other than experience of filing company 
b) Developed from experience of filing company within a year of rate filing date 
c) Developed from experience of filing company, but more than a year older than the 


rate filing date, noted for potential follow-up 
d) Other, noted for potential follow-up 
 


11. Health care cost trends used to project base period data to rate effective period and 
changes within rate effective period (note trend rates for tracking): 
a) Developed from sources other than experience of filing company 
b) Developed from experience of filing company within a year of rate filing date 
c) Developed from experience of filing company, but more than a year older than the 


rate filing date, noted for potential follow-up 
d) Description and support for the factors involved in the annual trend computation 
e) Other, noted for potential follow-up 
 


12. Health care rate development factors (age/gender, durational morbidity, lapse rates, 
geographic area): 
a) Explanation of the purpose and the effect on new or revised rates 
b) Developed from sources other than experience of filing company 
c) Developed from experience of filing company within two years of rate filing date 
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d) Developed from experience of filing company, but more than two years older than 
the rate filing date, noted for potential follow-up 


e) Other, noted for potential follow-up 
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Appendix A 
 
Please see accompanying PDF document. 
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ATTACHMENT E 
 


AGENDA FOR ADOI MEETING WITH MERCER 12.02.2010 








HEALTH BENEFIT RESOURCES 
 


HEALTH INSURANCE 
 
 U.S. Department of Health & Human Services – www.healthcare.gov  and  


http://www.hhs.gov/ociio/index.html  
 
 Arizona Department of Insurance – www.azinsurance.gov 


 
 Report on Arizona Health Insurers –   


www.id.state.az.us/publications/AZ_Health_Insurer_Comparison_print_bw.pdf  
 
 A Consumer Guide to Health Care Appeals –   


www.id.state.az.us/publications/Guide_to_Healthcare_Appeals_09.pdf 
 
 List of insurers that must sell small group (2-50) health insurance (“Accountable Health Plans”) 


www.id.state.az.us/publications/Accountable_Health_Plans_List_1-08_rev.pdf  
 
 List of insurers selling to individuals –  


www.id.state.az.us/publications/Individual_Health_Insurance_May_2010.pdf 
 
 Ways to Avoid Being a Victim of Phony Insurance –   


http://www.id.state.az.us/publications/Phony_ins_flyer.pdf 
 
 Find an insurance agent that specializes in the local, individual health insurance market – 


http://www.nahu.org/consumer/findagent.cfm 
 
 HIPAA Elilgibility:  right to guaranteed-issue individual heatlh insurance policy in certain 


circumstances –  
www.cms.hhs.gov/HealthInsReformforConsume/Downloads/HIPAA_Eligibility_Criteria.pdf  


 
 COBRA Eligibility:  right to continue your employer’s health benefits in certain circumstances – 


www.dol.gov/dol/topic/health-plans/cobra.htm  
 
 Health Insurance Conversion – A spouse or covered dependent child can convert a group contract to 


an individual policy [or a covered family member can convert an individual policy to their own] upon the 
death of the named insured, divorce, or other condition (other than failure to pay premium) under which 
dependent coverage would otherwise terminate. (Arizona Revised Statutes §§ 20-1057, 20-1408 
and 20-1377) 


   
 Timely Pay & Grievance Rights for Health Care Providers - 


http://www.id.state.az.us/publications/TimelyPayGrevBrochure-REVISED-Jan09.pdf 
 


 ADOI Regulatory Bulletins, Press Releases, and Consumer Alerts - www.azinsurance.gov  
 
 Many other informative records and documents are available from the ADOI with the completion 


and submission of a Public Records Request Form available on-line at  
www.id.state.az.us/recordrequest.html: 


 
o Documents filed with the ADOI by some health insurance companies (e.g., policies, 


advertisements and some rates).    


o Closed complaints filed with the ADOI.     
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DISCOUNT HEALTH CARE 
Not-for-profit organizations that provide the uninsured access to medical care at discounted 
prices: 
 Pima Community Access Program:  www.pcap.cc/index.php   
 HealthCare Connect (Maricopa county):   www.healthcareconnect.org/ 


 
 


FEDERAL GOVERNMENT HEALTH BENEFITS (programs NOT under the 
jurisdiction of the Arizona Department of Insurance): 
 
 Medicaid/AHCCCS – www.azahcccs.gov  


 Medicare – www.medicare.gov  


 Tri-Care/CHAMPUS/Active Military –  www.tricare.mil    


 Veterans –  www.va.gov 


 Federal employees – www.opm.gov/insure/health/index.asp  


 High Risk Pool:  www.pcip.gov  


 
OTHER 
 
 Arizona Small Business Association (offers health insurance to their small business members) –  


www.asba.com  
 
 Insure U:  Get Smart About Insurance - www.insureuonline.org/  
 
 St. Luke’s Health Initiative - www.slhi.org  
 
 Kaiser Family Foundation - www.kff.org 
 
 Commonwealth Fund - www.commonwealthfund.org  
 
 Center for Studying Health System Change - www.hschange.com  
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TO: Alexandra Shafer, Asst. Director 
                (ADOI, Life & Health Division) 
 
FROM: Kathy Zatari, Rate Review Grant Manager 
                (ADOI, Life & Health Division) 
 
RE:         Rate Review Grant Project: Transparency Objective 
                21 Dec 2010 Meeting Summary         
 
 
Date: 30 Dec 2010  
 
This memo sets forth topics discussed at the December 21, 2010 meeting convened by the Arizona 
Department of Insurance (ADOI), as part of its Rate Review Grant activities. 
 
The Rate Review Grant requires ADOI to improve the transparency and effectiveness of rate review by, 
among other things, providing consumers with meaningful information about individual and small group 
health insurance rates. To this end, ADOI has put together an informal group of internal and external 
advisors from a variety of constituencies. So far, this “transparency team” includes two producers (agents), 
representatives of two insurers, the director of Arizona’s SHIP program, a representative of St. Luke’s 
Health Initiative (an Arizona non-profit organization whose work includes community health and health 
coverage issues) and staff from several ADOI divisions. 
 
To obtain consumer comments, ADOI has scheduled three community meetings throughout the state in 
January 2011. In order to gain a better understanding of consumer concerns about rate review in Arizona in 
general, and to better prepare for our January 2011 community presentations in particular, ADOI hosted a 
December 21 transparency team meeting. The meeting agenda is attached.  
 
Meeting Participants 


 Susan Navran        Executive Vice President of Internal Operations, BCBS AZ 
 Laura Meyer  Vice President and Deputy General Counsel, BCBS AZ  
 Frank Partridge  Vice President, Health Net (Conference Call) 
 Bruce Anderson  Chief Ethics Officer, Health Net (Conference Call) 
 Brett Morris  President, Health Net AZ (Conference Call) 
 Kristine Kassel  Insurance Producer and Owner, Benefits by Design 
 Anne Marie Grande Agency on Aging, Phoenix area 
 Alexander Shafer  Asst. Director (Life& Health), ADOI 
 Erin Klug  Public Information Officer, ADOI 
 Mary Butterfield  Asst. Director (Consumer Affairs), ADOI 
 Susie Lesmeister  Supervisor, (Consumer Affairs), ADOI 
 Kathy Zatari  Rate Review Grant Manager, ADOI 
 David Ramirez  Rate Review Analyst, ADOI 
 Steven Noble  Rate Review Administrative Asst, ADOI 


 
Not Attending     


 June Shaffer  Insurance Producer and Owner, Arizona Lifelines 
 Kim Van Pelt  Associate Director, St Luke’s Health Initiatives   


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







ADOI provided an overview of its Rate Review Grant Project, focusing on objectives and milestones for 
Goal 1¹ and describing the three community meetings to be held in January 2011. Ms. Kassel briefly 
summarized a SLHI meeting she attended on December 14, 2010, where Consumers Union presented a 
group of SLHI constituents with information about rate review in Arizona. ADOI provided all participants 
with a draft outline of its presentation for the January consumer meetings, asked for feedback on the 
outline, and opened up the meeting for brainstorming 
 
The participants recognized the difficulty of providing plain language rate review information to 
consumers who often have no exposure  to what industry and regulators think as basic concepts(such as 
individual vs. group insurance, how to find insurance and the enrollment process).  Participants 
recommended that ADOI educate consumers about the health insurance market in Arizona with 
information about how premiums in other states and components of the Arizona Market, e.g., individual vs 
group insurance, commercial / full vs. self-insurance, government coverage, or no insurance. There was a 
recommendation that ADOI explain how to obtain existing rates information under Arizona’s Public 
Records² law even if the information is not currently accessible on the ADOI’S website. The group 
generally agreed that ADOI should explain its limited authority to review rates, given a wide-spread, 
mistaken impression among consumers that ADOI has extensive authority to approve or deny health 
insurance rates fillings. The group recommended that ADOI provide an outline of PPACA and a PPACA 
implementation timeline 
 
The group discussed the wide range of questions ADOI should expect at the anuary meetings, including 
topics not obviously related to the rate review program, or even health insurance. ADOI should be 
prepared to explain why the agency was not seeking new criteria or expanded authority for reviewing 
rates 
 
ADOI emphasized that its primary goal for the January meetings is to learn what consumers most want to 
know in order to develop a few “key indicators” for its website and other communication avenues. ADOI 
said it will try to give providers enough background to help them shape comments but not overwhelm 
them or in effect tell them what ADOI thinks they want to know. ADOI wants to be realistic about its 
goals for this program without emphasizing the things it cannot do. In addition, ADOI does not want to be 
seen as an advocate for any constituency in the health care reform debate.     
 
There was agreement that consumers want information about the most important factors that insurers use 
to set rates. There was discussion of the pros and cons of what factors to cover and whether to define 
industry terminology (such as ‘trend”, explaining “open” versus “closed” blocks of business; “medical loss 
ratios” versus “anticipated loss ratios”; rating bands; demographics and setting reserves,) and a general 
agreement that explaining these concepts goes beyond the parameters of our community meetings, or at 
least these initial sessions. There was also a consensus that consumers want information about how rate 
increases directly affect them. 
 
At the end of the December 21 meeting, ADOI staff invited participants to continue to provide ADOI with 
there insight and comments on its grant related activities.  
__________________________________ 
 
¹ See ADOI Rate Review Grant Proposal submitted on July 7, 2010, P.25 
² ARS § 39-101 et seq.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






Budget

		

				Sheet 1 of 2

				2010 GRANTS TO STATES FOR HEALTH INSURANCE PREMIUM REVIEW: CYCLE I

				Arizona Expenditures and Budget Forecast as of December 31, 2010

						65		66		67		68		69		70		71		72

						[A]		[B]		[C]		[D]		[E]		[F]		[G]		[H]

		Object Class Categories				Original Budget (SF424, Page 1A)		Cash Expenditures 8/9-12/31/2010		Accrued Expenditures as of 12/31/2010		Total Expenditures as of 12/31/2010		Budget Remaining as of 12/31/2010		Forecast Expenditures for 1/1-9/30/2011		Forecast Remaining Budget as of 9/30/2011		Revised Budget

												([B] + [C])		([A] - [D])				([E] - [F])		([A] - [G])

		1		Personnel		149,417		23,310		- 0		23,310		126,107		73,077		53,030		96,387

		2		Fringe Benefits		35,883		7,589		- 0		7,589		28,294		16,396		11,898		23,985

		3		Travel		5,300		- 0		- 0		- 0		5,300		5,300		- 0		5,300

		4		Equipment		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		5		Supplies		19,105		1,060		2,422		3,482		15,623		15,623		- 0		19,105

		6		Contractual		335,778		18,808		- 0		18,808		316,970		316,970		- 0		335,778

		7		Construction		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		8		Other		4,958		360		- 0		360		4,598		4,598		- 0		4,958

		9		Total Direct Charges (sum of lines 1 through 8)		550,441		51,127		2,422		53,549		496,892		431,964		64,928		485,513

		10		Indirect Charges		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0		- 0

		11		TOTALS (line 9 + line 10)		550,441		51,127		2,422		53,549		496,892		431,964		64,928		485,513





Expenditure Detail

		Sheet 2 of 2

		CASH EXPENDITURES				Personal Services		ERE		Supplies		Other		Contracts

		11/3/10		Payroll		2826.9		600.37

		11/17/10		Payroll		5538.4		1399.37

		12/1/10		Payroll		4984.56		1863.81

		12/15/10		Payroll		5538.41		1981.07

		12/29/10		Payroll		4422.06		1744.72

				Accenture (Phone Service)								360.01

				Dell Marketing (Projector)						813.41

				Education Dep't (Business Cards)						77

				Matthew Bender (Statute Books)						126.11

				NAIC (SERFF Enhancements)										18808

				Staples (Office Supplies)						43.08

		CASH EXPENDITURES				Personal Services		ERE		Supplies		Other		Contracts		TOTAL

						23310		7589		1060		360		18808		51127

		ACCRUED EXPENDITURES

				Goodmans (Office Chairs)						2422.42

		ACCRUED EXPENDITURES				0		0		2422		0		0		2422

		TOTAL EXPENDITURES				23310		7589		3482		360		18808		53549

		REVISED BUDGET

		Personal Services										Furlough Days

				Executive Consultant(10/18/10-9/30/11)		65000		96.15%		62,500		-1500		61,000

				Administrative Ass't(1025/10-9/30/11)		30000		96.15%		28,846		-692		28,154

				Insurance Analyst(11/2/10-1/20/11)		49000		23.08%		11,308		-942		10,366

										102654				99520

		ERE

				Executive Consultant(10/18/10-9/30/11)		65000								19860

				Administrative Ass't(1025/10-9/30/11)		30000								9166

				Insurance Analyst(11/2/10-1/20/11)		49000								3375

														32401
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ATTACHMENT G 
 


“TRANSPARENCY” TEAM ROSTER AND MINUTES 
 








Agenda 
  
Arizona Department of Insurance 
Health Insurance Premium Review of the Individual and Small Group Markets 
On-Site Meeting 


Tuesday, November 23, 2010, 10.00am – 12.00pm 


ADOI Offices, 2910 N. 44th Street, Suite 210, 2nd Floor Conference Room 


TOPICS 


 Working through the SERFF access process 


 The Criteria and Process for Substantive Review of Individual Fillings (Milestone 1Bi) 
 Receiving documents from ADOI(if available) for (a)Individual and Small Group complaint 


history from Consumer Affairs(b)Receiving an in-force File or Premium summary for the 
Individual Small Group carriers 


 The review of Process and Documentation for Individual Rate and Form Filling in SERFF and 
Paper Submittals (Milestone 1Bii)   


 The Review of Process and Submittals for Actuarial Certification for Small Group Filling 
(Milestone1Cii) 


 Methods for obtaining Consumer Feedback on Individual and Small Group Rate Review Issues 
(Stakeholder Meetings& Website Survey Questions) (Milestone 1Ai) 


 Any other Business / Additional Items 


 


Attendees: 


Arizona Department of Insurance 


 Alix Shafer 
 Kathy Zatari 
 David Ramirez 
 Steven Noble 
 Tom Boston ( Optional) 


Mercer Government Human Services Consulting 


 Kevin Russell 
 Kevin Lurito 
 Ron Betz 
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ATTACHMENT A 
 


POSITION DESCRIPTIONS 
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ATTACHMENT I 
 


ARIZONA EXPENDITURES AND BUDGET FORECAST AS OF DECEMBER 31, 2010 
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ATTACHMENT B 
 


MERCER PROPOSAL TO PROVIDE ACTUARIAL SERVICES, OCTOBER 22, 2010 
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STATE OF ARIZONA 
POSITION DESCRIPTION QUESTIONNAIRE 


 
 


POSITION NUMBER JOB CODE 


  


OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE WORKING TITLE 


  


 
 


AGENCY DIVISION/SECTION 


  


ADDRESS (PHYSICAL WORK LOCATION) PHONE  


  


 
 


SUPERVISOR’S NAME TITLE 


  


EMAIL PHONE  


  


 
 


REQUEST TO 


 Establish New Position  Review/Reclass Position  Change Position Status 


 Update PDQ  Other: ___________________________________________ 


 
 


EMPLOYEE INITIATED: SEE PERSONNEL RULE R2-5-301.G. IF YES, EMPLOYEE SHOULD SUBMIT THROUGH AGENCY 
MANAGEMENT.  FOR ASSISTANCE, EMPLOYEE SHOULD CONTACT THEIR AGENCY HUMAN RESOURCES OFFICE.  


 Yes       No 


 
 


SUPERVISE  MANAGE 


 Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)   Yes     (If yes, please complete the section below.)  


 No  No 


 
Number of Direct Reports: ___________ Number of Indirect Reports: _______________ 


 Work Assignment  Work Review  Performance Appraisal  Leave Requests 


 Disciplinary Actions  Hiring  Other: ________________________________ 
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1. JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: EXPLAIN THE EVENTS/CHANGES THAT MADE THIS REQUEST NECESSARY, INCLUDING 
JUSTIFICATION FOR EXEMPT, UNCOVERED POSITION REQUESTS. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. JOB SUMMARY: EXPLAIN THE PURPOSE OF THIS POSITION. 
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3. MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES: USE ACTION VERBS TO STATE THE PRIMARY FUNCTIONS FOR WHICH THIS POSITION IS 
ACCOUNTABLE, AND EXPLAIN WHAT THIS POSITION DOES AND WHY. 


 
Primary Responsibilities (in increments of no less than 5%) Percent Time Spent (%) 


1.   


2.   


3.   


4.   


5.   


6.   


7.   


8.   


Attach additional sheets as needed Must total 100% 
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4. DECISION MAKING AUTHORITY: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THIS POSITION’S INVOLVEMENT IN THE 
DECISION MAKING PROCESS. 


 
 Follows written and verbal instructions 


 Follows established guidelines 


 Interprets policies and procedures 


 Participates in the establishment of guidelines and policies 


 Acts as final authority to implement guidelines and policies 


 Other: ______________________________________________________________________________ 


 


5. PROBLEM SOLVING: CHECK THE ONE BOX THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE TYPE OF PROBLEM-SOLVING SITUATIONS 
REQUIRED OF THIS POSITION. 


 
 Identical or similar situations following established routines/instructions 


 Diverse procedures in differing situations; some research within area of expertise is required 


 Variable situations requiring analytical, interpretive, evaluative, and/or constructive thinking within  
 broadly defined policies and objectives 
 


6. KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, ABILITIES (KSAS): EXPLAIN THE KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES AN EMPLOYEE IN THIS 
POSITION MUST HAVE IN ORDER TO PERFORM WORK SATISFACTORILY. 


 
KNOWLEDGE IS THE UNDERSTANDING OF A SUBJECT THROUGH EXPERIENCE OR EDUCATION; ALWAYS COGNITIVE.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SKILLS ARE LEARNED AND GET BETTER WITH PRACTICE; THEY ARE EITHER COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
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ABILITIES ARE NATURAL, CONTRIBUTE TO SKILLS, AND ARE PERCEPTUAL, MOTOR, OR A COMBINATION; THEY ARE EITHER 
COGNITIVE OR PSYCHOMOTOR.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


7. LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS: LIST ANY LICENSES, CERTIFICATIONS, DEGREES, OR CREDENTIALS THAT ARE REQUIRED BY 
LAW FOR THIS POSITION. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


8. SELECTIVE PREFERENCES: LIST ANY PREFERRED (NOT REQUIRED) QUALIFICATIONS THAT THE IDEAL CANDIDATE WOULD 
PORTRAY. 
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9. ESSENTIAL JOB FUNCTIONS: LIST ALL PHYSICAL, MENTAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THIS POSITION BY 
CHECKING EACH BOX THAT APPLIES.  FOR EACH REQUIREMENT, INDICATE THE FREQUENCY WHICH IS REQUIRED IN THIS 
POSITION.  UNDER APPLICABLE MAJOR FUNCTIONS, IDENTIFY THE CORRESPONDING PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY (FROM PG.3).  


C = CONTINUOUSLY (>66%);  F = FREQUENTLY (34-66%);  O = OCCASIONALLY (10-33%);  R = RARELY (<10%); N/A = NOT APPLICABLE 


Physical Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Balancing   


 Climbing   


 Crawling   


 Fine Dexterity   


 Foot Controls   


 Hearing   


 Kneeling/Crouching/Bending   


 Manual Dexterity   


 Lifting/Carrying  
# of pounds _________________   
*Lifting/Carrying 25 lbs or more will require a 
physical exam. 


 


Span of Lift:  
 Floor to Waist 
 Floor to Shoulder 
 Waist to Shoulder 
 Other: 


 


 


 Pushing/Pulling 


# of pounds _________________   
*Pushing/Pulling 25 lbs or more will require a physical exam. 


 


 


 Reaching   


 Sitting   


 Standing   


 Talking   


 Twisting   


 Upper Extremity Repetitive Motion   


 Seeing   


 Walking/Running Short Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Walking/Running Long Distances Length of distance ____________   


 Other _____________________________________________________   


 
Mental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 


Functions 
 Analysis/Reasoning   


 Communications Skills (as distinguished from talking)   


 Math/Mental Computation   


 Reading   


 Sustained Mental Activity (e.g., auditing, grant writing, composing reports, problem solving)   


 Writing   


 Other _____________________________________________________   
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Environmental Demands Frequency Applicable Major 
Functions 


 Asbestos   


 Dust   


 Frequent Task Changes   


 High Volume Public Contact   


 Loud Noise   


 Physical Danger   


 Tedious/Exacting Work   


 Temperature Extremes   


 Toxic Substances (e.g., solvents, degreasers, herbicides, pesticides, asbestos, 
printer toner, etc.)   


 
 
 
 
 


TO THE EMPLOYEE: THIS SECTION IS TO BE SIGNED BY THE INCUMBENT. 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes my job. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE SUPERVISOR: PLEASE PROVIDE ANY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION THAT YOU BELIEVE WILL CONTRIBUTE TO A 
CLEARER UNDERSTANDING OF THE DUTIES PERFORMED BY THIS POSITION.  USE ADDITIONAL PAPER IF NEEDED. 
 
Comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
 


TO THE AGENCY DIRECTOR OR THE AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AGENCY DIRECTOR: 
I have reviewed the contents of the questionnaire, and it accurately describes this position. 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
Print Name     Sign      Date 


 
 
** Please attach an organization chart clearly identifying each position’s official classification title, position number, 


class code, and grade.  Include at least two levels of supervision above this position, this position’s co-workers, 
and if applicable, subordinates.  If requesting a reclassification, two (2) organization charts (current and 
proposed) must be attached. 





		POSITION NUMBER: AID000419AJO

		JOB CODE: AUN06612

		OFFICIAL CLASSIFICATION TITLE: Executive Consultant

		WORKING TITLE: Rate Review Grant Manager

		AGENCY: Arizona Insurance Department

		DIVISION/SECTION: Life & Health

		ADDRESS: 2910 N. 44th Street, Suite 210, Phoenix, AZ 85018 

		PHONE: 602-364-2393

		SUPERVISOR'S NAME: Alexandra Shafer

		TITLE: Assistant Director

		EMAIL: ashafer@azinsurance.gov

		SUPERVISOR'S PHONE: 602-364-2171

		OTHER REQUEST: 

		NUMBER OF DIRECT REPORTS: 2

		NUMBER OF INDIRECT REPORTS: 

		OTHER REPORTS TEXT: 

		ESTABLISH NEW POSITION: Yes

		REVIEW/RECLASS POSITION: Off

		CHANGE POSITION STATUS: Off

		UPDATE PDQ: Off

		OTHER: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED YES: Off

		EMPLOYEE INITIATED NO: Yes

		SUPERVISE YES: Yes

		MANAGE YES: Yes

		SUPERVISE NO: Off

		MANAGE NO: Off

		WORK ASSIGNMENT: Yes

		WORK REVIEW: Yes

		PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL: Yes

		DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS: Yes

		HIRING: Yes

		OTHER REPORTS: Off

		LEAVE REQUESTS: Yes

		JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT: The federal government (Department of Health and Human Services or HHS) has awarded ADOI a $550,441.00 grant under Section 2794 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA).  The purpose of the grant is to support ADOI efforts to ensure that Arizona consumers get value for their health insurance premium dollars, specifically with regard to certain types of health insurers’ rate setting and rate increase practices.  The grant is referred to in this PDQ as the "Rate Review Grant" or RR Grant.   ADOI will use the grant funds to (1) improve the transparency and effectiveness of its health insurance rate review, and (2) develop the technical infrastructure to comply with ACA requirements for collecting, reviewing and reporting health insurance rates.  ADOI's intent is that after the grant period ends on on September 30, 2011, ADOI will have the consumer-support capacity, analytical tools and systems to sustain the improvements it has made, using only pre-grant resources  The grant includes funds to contract with outside consultants for actuarial, information technology, web development and other grant-related services.  The grant also includes funds to hire a grant manager, a senior insurance analyst and an administrative assistant. This position shall maintain a confidential working relationship with an exempt official as contemplated by A.R.S. Section 41-771(B)(2).      

		JOB SUMMARY: The purpose of this position is to manage the RR Grant activities throughout the grant period.  ADOI would not be able to carry out the grant activities without a full-time project manager to be responsible for day-to-day management and strategic direction of the project, obtain internal and public stakeholder support of objectives, conduct public meetings, oversee preparation of transparent materials for consumers and content of RR Grant web posts, integrate insurance analysis and actuarial analysis in order to articulate RR Grant conclusions, represent Arizona-specific interests to SERFF, coordinate SERFF system changes with non-SERFF IT requirements for the project, oversee ADOI implementation of RR Grant SERFFand non-SERFF IT developments, define and monitor the responsibilities of external consultants and prepare required quarterly reports for HHS.        

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 1: Develop plan for meeting RR Grant objectives of increasing the effectiveness and transparency of rate review.  Monitor the activities of external consultants in order to coordinate their functions, which include actuarial services, information technology, web development, and  interfacing with SERFF.  With project-scheduling assistance from a project management consultant, monitor RR Grant progress, adjusting objectives and priorities as appropriate. Supervise RR Grant insurance Analyst Senior and RR Grant Administrative Assistant.    

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 1: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 2: Based on actuaries' recommendations, internal rate reviews and stakeholder feedback, prepare a revised standardized checklist and a revised new actuarial certification form for individual rate filings.  Incorporate in the new documents meaningful consumer-friendly information and concise, significant regulatory  information that ADOI can rely on to determine  the compliance of rate filings.   

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 2: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 3: .Based on actuaries' recommendations, internal analysis and stakeholder feedback, draft  a standardized  Accountable Health Plan (AHP) actuarial certification and a standardized template for AHP base premium and index rates.  Incorporate in the new documents meaningful consumer-friendly information and concise, significant regulatory information that ADOI can rely on to determine AHP compliance with Arizona's small group rate band.     

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 3: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 4: Conduct public and stakeholder meetings and/or focus groups throughout the grant period in order to: (1) gather  public comment on consumer requirements for rate review transparency, and (2) gather stakeholder/insurer input on proposed standardized forms.        

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 4: 20

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 5: Based on consumer input develop consumers with timely, plain language, consumer-friendly  publications, including web-site materials  about health insurance rates, with an initial focus on rates for individual and small group coverage. The materials will help Arizona consumers  make good purchasing decisions and maximize their health insurance benefits.    

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 5: 10

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 6: Prepare HHS Quarterly Reports, Final Report and any other reports or information required by HHS during the grant period.       

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 6: 10

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 7: 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 7: 

		PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES 8: 

		PERECENT TIME SPENT 8: 

		DECISION MAKING 1: Off

		DECISION MAKING 2: Off

		DECISION MAKING 3: Off

		DECISION MAKING 4: Off

		DECISION MAKING 5: Yes

		DECISION MAKING 6: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 1: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 2: Off

		PROBLEM SOLVING 3: Yes

		DECISION MAKING OTHER: 

		KNOWLEDGE: Knowledge of Arizona laws relating to health insurance compliance and rate-setting and policy provision requirements.Knowledge of Arizona health insurance market, industry practices and insurance company operations.    Knowledge of the mathematics, concepts, and terminology of health underwriting and health insurance rating.    Knowledge of administrative policies and procedures for handling health insurance rate or form filings.Knowledge of the functions of the NAIC System for Electronic Rate and Form Filings (SERFF).Knowledge of principles of statutory construction, regulatory enforcement and public administration.  Knowledge of the structure of the Arizona health insurance market, including rate setting and compliance practices.     Knowledge of strategic planning, project management and project scheduling .math, finance or accounting education.Knowledge of federal (or other) grant management and grant-reporting.   

		SKILLS: Skill in contract/policy review, regulatory analysis and negotiation.Skill in determining and carrying out administrative action and enforcement activity.Skill in time-management, project organization and problem-solving.   Exceptional customer service skills.     Exceptional writing and verbal skills, including how to making technical and regulatory information understandable and appropriate for a variety of audiences from consumers to actuaries.Skill in using Excel, Word, Power Point, Outlook, Access, PDF or equivalent programs.Skill organizing and conducting public meetings on complex, sensitive subjects.Skill in providing thorough, sound consultation on rate review and the RR Grant  to the Director, the Director's Executive Staff, the Governor's Office and legislators.    

		ABILITIES: Ability to keep a technically complex, partially out-sourced, grant-funded project on-track.         Ability to quickly grasp subject matter and prioritize topics.  Ability to interpret and explain complicated RR Grant information to a wide range of audiences. Ability to communicate complicated RR Grant information to a wide range of audiences.    Ability to exercise good judgment and make appropriate decisions. Ability to analyze complex/conflicting data and theories, draw valid conclusions and adopt an effective course of action.  Ability to establish and maintain effective and professional working relationships with stakeholders, policy makers, HHS representatives, external consultants (actuaries, technoIogy architects, or web-site developers), insurers, and coworkers.     

		LICENSES/CERTIFICATIONS: 

		SELECTIVE PREFERENCES: Experience keeping a technically complex, partially out-sourced, grant-funded project on-track.    Experience organizing and conducting stakeholder meetings, focus groups. town halls or similar forums to obtain public opinion.Experience in regulatory compliance or enforcementExperience providing complex information and advice to policy makers, legislators, and high level public administrators.Experience in grant management and grant-reporting.        Experience in the compliance or underwriting or finance/accounting department  of a health insurance company, health insurance agency or TPA.    A bachelor’s or post-graduate degree with coursework in public administration, mathematics, finance, accounting, insurance theory or administration, or technical writing.    Experience working directly and closely with actuaries, technoIogy architects, or web-site developers.      

		PHYSICAL FREQ 1: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 1: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 2: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 2: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 3: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 3: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 4: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 4: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 5: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 5: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 6: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 6: Meetings, focus groups

		PHYSICAL FREQ 7: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 7: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 8: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 8: All

		LIFTING/CARRYING POUNDS: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 9: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 9: 

		SPAN OF LIFT OTHER: 

		PUSHING/PULLING POUNDS: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 10: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 10: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 11: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 11: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 12: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 12: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 13: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 13: Meetings, focus groups

		PHYSICAL FREQ 14: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 14: Meetings, Supervising

		PHYSICAL FREQ 15: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 15: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 16: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 16: All

		PHYSICAL FREQ 17: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 17: All

		SHORT LENGTH OF DISTANCE: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 18: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 18: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 19: 

		LONG LENGTH OF DISTANCE: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 19: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 20: 

		PHYSICAL OTHER: 

		PHYSICAL FREQ 20: 

		MENTAL FREQ 1: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 21: All

		MENTAL FREQ 2: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 22: Meetings, focus groups

		MENTAL FREQ 3: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 23: AHP

		MENTAL FREQ 4: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 24: All

		MENTAL FREQ 5: C

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 25: All

		MENTAL FREQ 6: F

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 26: All

		MENTAL DEMANDS OTHER: 

		MENTAL FREQ 7: 

		APP MAJOR FUNCTION 27: 

		BALANCING: Off

		CLIMBING: Off

		CRAWLING: Off

		FINE DEXTERITY: Yes

		FOOT CONTROLS: Off

		HEARING: Yes

		KNEELING/CROUCHING/BENDING: Off

		MANUAL DEXTERITY: Yes

		LIFTING/CARRYING: Off

		Floor to Waist: Off

		Floor to Shoulder: Off

		Waist to Shoulder: Off

		Other: Off

		PUSHING/PULLING: Off

		REACHING: Off

		SITIING: Yes

		STANDING: Yes

		TALKING: Yes

		TWISTING: Off

		UPPER EXTREMITY REPETITIVE MOTION: Yes

		SEEING: Yes

		WALKING/RUNNING SHORT DISTANCES: Off

		WALKING/RUNNING LONG DISTANCES: Off

		PHYSICAL DEMANDS OTHER: Off

		ANALYSIS/REASONING: Yes

		COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS: Yes

		MATH/MENTAL COMPUTATION: Yes

		READING: Yes

		SUSTAINED MENTAL ACTIVITY: Yes

		WRITING: Yes

		MENTAL OTHER: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL ASBESTOS: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL DUST: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQUENT TASK CHANGES: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL HIGH VOLUME PUBLIC CONTENT: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL LOUD NOISE: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICAL DANGER: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL TEDIOUS/EXACTING WORK: Yes

		ENVIRONMENTAL TEMPERATURE EXTREMES: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL TOXIC SUBSTANCES: Off

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 1: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 1: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 2: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 2: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 3: C

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 3: Supervising, All

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 4: F

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 4: Meetings, focus group

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 5: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 5: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 6: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 6: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 7: C

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 7: All

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 8: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 8: 

		ENVIRONMENTAL FREQ 9: 

		MAJOR FUNCTIONS 9: 








Agenda 
  
Arizona Department of Insurance 
Health Insurance Premium Review of the Individual and Small Group Markets 
On-Site Meeting 


Thursday, December 2, 2010, 9.00am – 10.00pm 


ADOI Offices, 2910 N. 44th Street, Suite 210, 2nd Floor Conference Room 


TOPICS 


 Meet / Discuss with ADOI staff (Tom Boston & David Ramirez) the specifics of the rate review 
process. Kevin Lurito, Kevin Russell, Tom Boston 


 Update on Complaint information – Kathy Zatari 
 Informal comments on Stakeholder Meeting Agenda – Kevin Lurito 
 Search Samples – Alix Schafer 
 Any other Business / Additional Items 


 


Attendees: 


Arizona Department of Insurance 


 Alix Shafer 
 Kathy Zatari 
 David Ramirez 
 Steven Noble 
 Tom Boston  


Mercer Government Human Services Consulting 


 Kevin Russell 
 Kevin Lurito 
 Ron Betz 


 


 


 


 








    


Agenda


Arizona Department of Insurance 
Health Insurance Premium Review of the Individual and  
Small Group Markets -  
On-Site Kick-Off Meeting 
 
Monday, November 15, 2010 
2:00 PM – 3:30 PM 
ADOI Offices, 2910 N. 44th Street, Suite 210 
3rd Floor Conference Room 
 


Topic Time 
Introductions and Roles 


 
2:00 – 2:10 


Project Milestones and Timelines  
 Scope of Work and proposed approach (attachment) 


– Discuss the milestones and proposed approach to ensure they 
are in line with ADOI expectations 


 ADOI agenda items (attachment) 
 


2:10 – 3:00 


Additional Topics 
 Permission to contact carriers directly to clarify issues observed 


during the rate review process, or should the questions go through 
ADOI? 


 Does ADOI foresee a need for Mercer to participate in any other 
activities not explicitly captured in the Scope of Work document? 


 


3:00 – 3:10 


Project Communication:   
 Key contact list (attached) 
 To whom should correspondence (e.g., findings, recommendations, 


quarterly status reports) be addressed? 
 Status updates 
 Timing of quarterly grant updates 
 


3:10 – 3:20 


Services provided by Mercer Health & Benefits LLC. 


 


   


 







Page 2 
Health Insurance Premium Review of the Individual and Small Group Markets,  
On-Site Meeting 
November 15, 2010 


Topic Time 
Summary and Next Steps 
 Immediate tasks related to Milestone 1.B.i 
 Additional to-do items 


 


3:20 – 3:30 


 


Attendees: 
Arizona Department of Insurance 
 Alix Shafer 
 Kathy Zatari 
 Steven Noble 
 David Ramirez 
 
Mercer Government Human Services Consulting 
 Ron Betz 
 Kevin Lurito 
 Branch McNeal 
 Kevin Russell 
 
 
 


 








Health Insurance Rate Review Grant Program 
             Cycle I Quarterly Report: Quarter 1 (C1Q1) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


ATTACHMENT D 
 


AGENDA FOR ADOI MEETING WITH MERCER 11.23.2010 







